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STATEMENT OF ISSUES ON APPEAL

1. 'Was the premises description on Wisconsin Dolls' five previous

alcohol licenses issued by the Town of Dell Prairie insufficient as a matter of law?

Trial court answered: "No."

Court of Appeals anslvered: "Yes."

2. 'Was the reduction in size of the licensed premises of V/isconsin

Dolls' license a nonrenewal requiring compliance with the procedures of Wis.

Stats. $12s.12(3)?

Trial court answered: 'l',[o."

Court of Appeals answered: "No," because 'WiscOnsin Dolls' previous

licenses were void.

3. Does an insufficient premises description on an alcohol license

reRder the license void?

Trial court: Did not answer.

Court of Appeals answered: "Yes."

vii



STATEMENT OF THE CASE

'Wisconsin Dolls, LLC owns and operates a bar and resort facility located in

the Town of Dell Prairie, Adams County, Wisconsin. (Record, p. 5:47-51;

A-App. 029-033). Wisconsin Dolls has been licensed to sell alcohol beverages on

its property since 2005 when the Town Board of the Town of Dell Prairie issued a

Class "B" license for fermented malt beverages, and "Class B" license for

intoxicating liquor. (Record, p. 5:57; A.App. 038). That initial license, referred to

hereafter as the "alcohol license," contained a premises description referencing the

street address of the business and "All 8 acres of the resoft." (Record, p. 5:57;

A.App.038).

Subsequent renewal applications, beginning the license year 2005-06

through license year 2008-09, requested renewal of the same license for the entire

eight acre resort. (Record, p.5:47-5I, 62; A.App. 029-033, 039). The Town

Board renewed the alcohol licenses for the entire eight acres of the resort in

response to each of these applications. (Record, p. 5:54-57; A.App. 035-038).

No record exists of any law violations having occurred on the premises. No

record exists of any complaints of any kind about 'Wisconsin Dolls' operation

during these license years. (Record, pp. 5:8-10,5:32; A.App. 024-027).

As for all previous years through the 2008-2009 license year, Wisconsin

Dolls submitted essentially the same renewal application for the2009-2010license

year. IJnlike the previous years, however, the Town Board did not renew the
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licenses for which'Wisconsin Dolls applied. Instead, at a meeting on June 9,2009,

Dell Prairie approved the issuance of an alcohol license with a premises

description limited to the "Main Bar/Entertainment Building." (Record, p. 5:10,

53; 4.4pp.026,034).

The five types of alcohol licenses issued by municipalities for businesses to

sell alcohol (Class "A","Class 4", Class "B","Class B" and Class "C"), address

three items:

(1) The type of beverages that may be sold (beer, intoxicating liquor

and./or wine);

(2) Whether open containers of alcohol beverages may be sold for on-

premises consumption or only closed containers for ofÊpremises

consumption; and

(3) The physical limitations of the location where this business may be

conducted.

,See 
'Wis. Stats. $$125.25, 125.26 and 125.51. Each of these are important

defining characteristics of an alcohol license. Altering any of these defining

characteristics fundamentally changes the nature of what activity is permitted or

where itmay occur.

All of these alcohol licenses must "particularly describe the premises" for

which the license is issued. Wis. Stats. $$125.25(3), 125.26(3), 125.51(2)(c) and

125.51(3Xd). The premises description defines the area within which all alcohol-
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related aspects of the business may occur. No alcohol may be sold, served,

consumed or stored except upon the premises described in the license. Wis. Stats.

$$125.04(1) and (3)(a)3., 125.09(1). (See also, Section V.4., Town of Dell Prairie

Ordinance 2008-04; (Record, p. 5 :64; A.App. 040).

Under the Class "B" and "Class B" licenses 'Wisconsin Dolls held for over

four years through June 30, 2009, V/isconsin Dolls was entitled to permit guests to

purchase and consume alcohol anywhere on its property. It could have had

outdoor seating, or outdoor volleyball courts where people could consume an

alcohol beverage while participating or observing a game. It could have had a

Frisbee golf course on its property and permitted people to drink a beer while

playing. It could have expanded its storage of alcohol beverages to other storage

areas on its property.

After the Town Board action on renewal of its licenses for the 2009-10

license year, however, the area within which-Wisconsin Dolls was pennitted to

serye, sell or store alcohol beverages was reduced to the confines of the four walls

of its "Main BarlBntertainment Building." Thus, Dell Prairie took away

Wisconsin Dolls' ability to store or serve any alcohol an¡rwhere else on its eight

acre property.

Dell Prairie provided no written notice to 'Wisconsin Dolls that it intended

to refuse to renew the licensure of Wisconsin Dolls' previously licensed premises

under Wis. Stats. $125.12(3). Dell Prairie provided no written notice explaining
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why the Board might take such an action. Dell Prairie provided no opportunity for

a hearing to Wisconsin Dolls. Dell Prairie provided no written explanation of its

action.

The transcript of the June 9, 2009 meeting at which Dell Prairie non-

renewed Wisconsin Dolls' licenses as to its then-existing premises except inside

one building, reveals no clear supporting rationale. From the discussion, it

appears the Town Board Chairperson was convinced that prior Town Boards

failed to perform their duty to scrutinize license applications. (Record, pp. 5:8-10;

A.App. 024-026). The Chairperson speculated about the potential for improper

activities that might occur by having the alcohol license cover the entire eight acre

parcel, although no evidence exists in the record, however, of any acfilal

wrongdoing or trouble in over four years of business. (Record, p, 5:8-10; A-

App.024-026).

Wisconsin Dolls commenced this action for certiorari review of the Town

Board's action pursuant to Wis. Stats. $$125.12(3) and 125.I2(2)(d). 'Wisconsin

Dolls argued that the Board was required to follow notice and hearing procedures

required by 'Wis. Stats. $125.12(3) because the Town Board's action effectively

non-renewed the license Wisconsin Dolls previously had over its entire property.

Further, 
-Wisconsin Dolls argued that any such action must be supported by cause

as set forth under Wis. Stats. $$125.12(3) and I25.I2(2)(ag). Because the Board

failed to give any notice of its intended non-renewal or hold any quasi-judicial
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hearing, and lacked cause to refuse to renew its previous license,-Wisconsin Dolls

argued the Board's decision must be overturned with directions to issue the license

as applied or comply with Wis. Stats. $125.12(3).

The circuit court concluded that the Board's action did not constitute a

nonrenewal of 'Wisconsin Dolls' license. Therefore, no notice or hearing was

required, nor did the Board's action need to be supported by cause under'W'is.

Stats. ç125.12(2xae). (Record, p. 1 1 :5; A.App. 019).

The Court of Appeals affirmed on different grounds, holding that the

premises description on Wisconsin Dolls' previous alcohol licenses was

insufficient as a matter of law because the licenses failed to "particularly describe"

the premises. As a result, the Court of Appeals held that all five Wisconsin Dolls'

previous licenses were void under its interpretation of llillíøms v. Cíty of Lake

Genevø, 2002 WI App 95, T8, 253 Wis2d 618, 643 N.W.2d 864. ,See Court of

Appeals Decision, '!i26; A.App. 011-012).

ARGUMENT

Introduction

The central question is whether'Wisconsin Dolls was entitled to the non-

renewal procedures under.Wis. Stats. $125.12before the Town Board eliminated a

large portion of 'Wisconsin Dolls' previously licensed premises. The Court of

Appeals concluded it was not because its previous license was void. Dell Prairie

contends no such procedures were required because Wisconsin Dolls received a

license, albeit with a significantly reduced premises description.
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This case involves, primarily, a dispute over statutory interpretation. The

Supreme Court reviews questions of statutory interpretation de novo. State ex. rel.

Stupar River LLC v. Town of Linwood Portøge County Board of Review,20ll

WI 82, n20,336 'Wis.2d 562, 800 N.W.2d 468.

, Although resolution of this case depends primarily on the interpretation of

portions of Wis. Stats. Chap. I25, the application of these statutes implicates

constitutional questions regarding properfy rights an alcohol license holder

possesses for renewal of its license for purposes of due process. See Manos v.

City of Green Bay,372F. Stpp. 40,49 (E.D.Wis. 1974).

Wisconsin Dolls recognizes that local governments, as the licensing

authority for most alcohol-related businesses, are entrusted with an important

responsibility for the regulation and distribution of alcohol in 
.Wisconsin. 

A great

deal of discretionary authority has been bestowed upon local governments to meet

this responsibility through the 21st Amendment to the United States Constitution

and Wis. Stats. Chap. 125. Eichenseer v. Madíson-Døne County Tøvern League,

2008 WI 38, 111]58-60, 308 Wis.2d 684,748 N.W.2d 154.

Wisconsin Dolls urges an interpretation that rationally balances these

important interests. While local governments have broad authority to define the

limits of a licensed premise, the fullest breadth of that authority exists at the time

of initial issuance. Once an alcohol beverage license has been issued to a

business, however, later governing bodies of local government should not be able
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to second guess the wisdom of predecessor boards and cause potentially grievous

injury to the licensee by altering the scope of an operating business without

providing due process to the licensee.

The Court of Appeals avoided the central questions posed by this case in

holding W'isconsin Dolls' previous licenses were void. It did so upon a strained

interpretation of the statutory requirement that licenses "particularþ describe the

premises" to which they apply. This interpretation leads to unreasonable results.

Further, its conclusion that an insufficient premises description renders the license

void deprives a license holder of substantial benefîts upon which it has reasonably

relied without serving any identifiable public interest.

Wisconsin Dolls' previous licenses adequately described the premises. The

Court of Appeals' decision must be overturned. The Court should order Dell

Prairie to renew 'Wisconsin Dolls' license using its original premises description

covering its entire parcel or to follow the noffenewal procedures under'Wis. Stats.

$125.12(3) if cause exists to nonrenew all or any portion of Wisconsin Dolls'

license.

THE STANDARDS FOR CERTIORARI REVIEW ARE WELL
ESTABLTSHED.

The Supreme Court, on certiorari review of a decision of a Town Board,

reviews the Board's decision, not the circuit court's or the court of appeals'

decisions, although it may beneht from their analyses. ABKA Ltd. Partnership v.

I.
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Boørd of Review of Viltøge of Fontøna-on-Genevø Løke, 231 Wis.2d 328, 335,

601 N.W.2 d2l7 (1999). The Court's review is limited to:

(1) whether the board kept within its jurisdiction; (2) whether it
acted according to the law; (3) whether its action was arbitrary,

oppressive, or unreasonable and represented its will and not its
judgment; and (4) whether the evidence was such that it might
reasonably make the order or determination in question.

State ex. rel. Cømpbelt v. Deløvan,2l0'Wis.2d 239,254-255; 565 N.W.2d 209

(Ct. App. 1ee7).

il. THE PREMISES DESCRIPTION ON WISCONSIN DOLLS'
PREVIOUS LICENSE WAS NOT LEGALLY DEFICIENT.

The Court of Appeals held that a premises description consisting of an

address or an address plus a description of the entire property does not satisfy the

requirements of wis. stats. $$125.26(3) and 125.51(3Xd). (Appeal No.

20IO-AP-2900 September 1,2011, slip op. at fl20; A.App. 009). It concluded that

a premises description must "identify the specific area or areas in the total acreage

where the licensed activity will occur." (fd., atlp0).

No such requirement is found in Wis. Stats. $$125.26(3) or 125.51(3Xd)

exists. Further, such an interpretation and the rationale upon which it rests leads to

unreasonable results. A premises description must be no more particular than

necessary to defîne the areawithin which the licensed activity is to occur, and the

Legislature has given municipalities the discretion to determine the appropriate

limits of the premises description at the time of initial license issuance. That is

what Dell Prairie did when it issued Wisconsin Dolls' initial license in 2005 when
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it granted a license for'Wisconsin Dolls' entire parcel. No basis exists to alter that

decision.

The Statutory Language Does Not Compel the Court of Appeals'
Conclusions.

As the Court of Appeals recognized, the statutory definitions the

Legislature provided to interpret the phrase "particularly describe the premises"

are not tremendously detailed. (Court of Appeals Decision,lIT-18; A.App. 008).

The term "premises" is explicitly defined only as "the area described in the

license." Wis. Stats. $125.02(14m). No definition of "describe" or "particularly"

exists. (Court of Appeals Decision, fll8-19; A.App. 008-009).

With regard to the term 'þremises," the Court of Appeals looked beyond

the explicit definition the Legislature provided to language found in Wis. Stats.

$125.04(3), which directs the Department of Revenue to prepare application

forms. Wis. Stats. $125.0a(3)(a) directs the Department to request certain

information in the application form. IJnder Wis. Stats. $125.04(3)(a)3., that

information is to include "[t]he premises where alcohol beverages will be sold or

stored or both." From this, the Court of Appeals concluded the term 'þremises"

has a naffower definition than the Legislature explicitly provided by holding

"premises" means the area where alcohol beverages will be sold or stored or

both." (Court of Appeals Decision,lIT; A.App. 008).

The Court of Appeals failed to identify any rule of statutory construction

that directs it to presume the Legislature would have defined the term'opremises"

A.
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in an inadequate manner or differently from the meaning it intended. To the

contrar¡ courts are not to read extra words into a statute to achieve a specific

result. Cøvey v. Wølrøth,229 Wis.2d 105,111, 598 N.W.2d 240 (Ct. App. 1999).

While statutory langvage should be interpreted in context and in relation to

the language of surrounding or closely-related statutes (Kolupar v. llilde Pontiac-

Cødillac, Inc., 2007 WI 98, n27, 303 Wis. 2d 258,735 N.W. 2d 93), this rule of

construction fails to support the Court of Appeals' interpretation. Simply because

the Department is required to develop a form asking for "the premises where

alcohol beverages will be sold or stored or both" does not logically and necessarily

lead to the conclusion that the premises must be limited to only those specific

areas where actual sale and storage will occur. Wis. Stats. $125.04(3)(a) requires

only that the premises description include these areas. Nothing in Wis. Stats.

Chap. 125 suggests Dell Prairie is not authorized to exercise the discretion to

license'Wisconsin Dolls to sell or store alcohol anywhere on its eight acre parcel.

The statutes require a "particular description," but do not constrain municipal

discretion by specifying a restrictive standard of particulanty to which a

municipality must adhere.

B. The Court of Appeals Decision Creates an Unworkable Result.

The Court of Appeals' decision fails to offer any standard establishing what

threshold of particularity "Main BarlEntertainment Area" meets that is

qualitatively different from identifying Wisconsin Dolls' entire parcel. For

example, 'Wisconsin Dolls' 2007-08 application identified "BaÍ, cooler, Lg Room
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in Office and all 8 acres of resort" as the premises description. (Record, p. 5:49;

A.App. 031). That description is clearly more particular in that it references

specific areas of the property even though it does not limit licensed activities to

those areas. Yet, this description illustrates ways in which a premises description

could be more particular with respect to the places of sale, storage or both. Surely

actual sale or storage does not occur on every square inch of the "Main

BarlBntertainment Area." What statutory language establishes the sufficiency of

this level of particularity compared to other possible descriptions?

Upon what basis is anyone to determine what is particular enough under the

Court of Appeals' formulation? The Court of Appeals seems to suggest that a

premises description must necessarily consist only of a portion of the parcel upon

which a business operates. Under this view, however, taverns located in

downtown areas where buildings often encompass the entire parcel have a

problem. Whereas "Main Bar/Entertainment Building" would be a more

particular subset of an eight acre parcel, a similar description in the downtown

context would not be particular enough because it includes the entire parcel. The

description would, for no identifiable reason, have to exclude some area of the

building.

The Court of Appeals' interpretation is inconsistent with other provisions of

Wis. Stats. Chap. I25 that sales and storage are not the only activities sanctioned

by an alcohol license. As noted previously, no alcohol may be consumed in any
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public place unless the premises are subject to the appropriate license. 'Wis. 
Stats.

$125.09(1). Thus, under the Court of Appeals'interpretation, no consumption of

alcohol beverages can occur except in the same particular place as the alcohol is

sold or stored. Does that mean the same building? The same room? The same

parcel of land (as long as it is some unspecified size smaller than eight acres)?

The Court of Appeals' interpretation holds no answers to these questions and fails

to demonstrate why its outcome is any more reasonable than a number of other

outcomes in this very same fact situation.

The Court of Appeals confuses the matter further by claiming to find

support for its interpretation in Wis. Stats. $125.04(10)(a) and (b). Under Wis.

Stats. $125.04(10Xb), the license must "be conspicuously displayed for public

inspection aI all times in the room or place where the activity subject to permit or

licensure is carried on." According to the Court of Appeals, this language cannot

be reconciled with the concept of licensure of an entire parcel. (Court of Appeals

Decision, fl21; A.App. 009).

Wis. Stats. $125.04(1OXb) says the license must be posted in "the Íoom or

place" where the licensed activity occurs (emphasis supplied). Again, the Court of

Appeals fails to identify the necessary limits of a "place." It fails to explain why

Wisconsin Dolls' entire parcel is not a specific place distinguishable from all other

properties in the Town. Must a "place" be in the same building? May it include

some outdoor area? If so, how much? May it include as much outdoor area as
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desired as long as it excludes some portion of the parcel? How much of a parcel is

too much? Clearly eight acres is too much for the Court of Appeals, but would

seven acres pass muster?

C. The Decision Conflicts With Other Statutory Language.

The Court of Appeals purports to identify a defînitive statutory standard of

particularity to which municipalities must adhere, yet the foregoing discussion

reveals its formulation is entirely arbitrary. Examined further, this construction is

unworkable - a result that must be avoided. Kolupør, 2007 WI 98, T27.

Not only does the Court of Appeals interpretation create a totally arbitrary

distinction not necessitated by any statute, it conflicts with other language in

Chapter I25. For instance, under Wis. Stats. $125.07(3), underage persons "may

not knowingly attempt to enter or be on any premises for which a license or permit

for the retail sale of alcohol beverages has been issued . . ." The Legislature has

created several exemptions to this restriction. Among those exemptions are "golf

courses and golf clubhouses." 'Wis. Stats. $125.07(3Xa)5. Clearly, the Legislature

anticipated that entire golf courses might be included within a licensed premises.

The Court can take judicial notice of the fact that most standard 18 hole golf

courses are both outside and cover much more land than eight acres. 
^S¡'ssoz 

v.

Hansen Storøge Company,2008 WI App. 111,111, 313 Wis.2d 471,746 N.W.2d

667 (court may take judicial notice of facts readily capable of accurate

determination by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot be reasonably

questioned). Yet, the Court of Appeals' rationale would seem not to permit
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licensure of the golf course because the entire course is not in the same 'þlace" as

where the license is likely posted - in the clubhouse. 
,

D. The Decision Is Contrary To Existing Precedent.

The Court of Appeals points to Alberti v, City of Whitewater, l09,Wis.2d

592,327 N.W.2d 150 (Ct. App. 1982), as authority supporting its interpretation

because it is consistent with municipal 'þower to control the grant, transfer,

revocation, and renewal of licenses, and provides for notification to the public."

(Court of Appeals Decision, f22; A.App. 009). According to the Court of

Appeals, "interpreting Wis. Stats. ç125.26(3) and 125.51(3Xd) to authorize the

issuance of a license for the entire acreage of a licensee's property would allow the

licensee to unilaterally expand the areas within that acreage where the licensed

activity takes place, without any oversight by the issuing authority." (Court of

Appeals Decision, fl21; A.App. 010).

Rather than being supportive of municipal power, the Court of Appeals'

holding is unduly restrictive. Nothing in rWis. Stats. Chap. 125 prohibits a

municipality from issuing a license for a property and permitting the licensee to

make use of as much or as little of that property as the licensee sees f,rt. It may be

entirely reasonable for a municipality to refuse to initially license an entire

property, but nothing in 'Wis. Stats. Chap. 125 prohibits a municipality from

exercising its discretion in that manner.

What if Wisconsin Dolls, at the time of applying for the license, wanted to

build a miniature golf course on its property and wanted to allow people to
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consume alcohol while playing? 
'Why 

could the Town Board not issue the license

for the whole playing area andleave it to Wisconsin Dolls to determine the timing

of those improvements?

Issuing a license with a premises description within which a licensee is

given some discretion in timing expansions is not the same thing as permitting the

expansion of an existing defined premises. In Albefü, the existing license was for

a defined area and the licensee wished to expand the business beyond the licensed

premises. Alberti, 109 Wis.2d at 157-52. During initial issuance, neither the

public nor the governing body had any input or review over this expansion. In

Wisconsin Dolls' case, the Board and public would have known that the premises

description encompassed the entire parcel. While it may not have been known

exactly what expansions, if any, were planned for the entire parcel, unlike in

Alberti that possibility would have been known and the public and Board were

able to have input on whether a smaller premises description should have been

imposed from the outset.

The only Wisconsin authority Wisconsin Dolls has located discussing the

requirement to describe the premises is from the Wisconsin League of

Municipalities' publication, Municípal Licensing and Regulation of Alcohol

Beverages, American Legal Publishing Cotp. 4th Ed., Feb.2002. (A.App. 041-

042). The League, with respect to the premises description, opines that entire
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parcels of land can lawfully be covered by an alcohol license and even be

described with reference to nothing more than the property address:

"3. IJse of street address to describe the premises:

a. Use of a city or village street address is possible only if the

applicant has been granted a license to cover the entire location: i.e.,

the building(s) and land area atthat address.

If the license is to cover the building or a part of the building
only, then the applicant must describe the building or portion of the

building at the appropriate street address as shown on the license
application."

Given the lack of any defined limits as to the degree of "particularity"

required, and given the broad discretion granted to municipalities in the issuance

of alcohol licenses, it is illogical to conclude prior Dell Prairie town boards did not

have the authority to grant a license for'Wisconsin Dolls' entire parcel. The only

manifest pulpose of the requirement to particularly describe the licensed premises

is to ensure that some defîned area of operation is identified so the physical limits

of the licensed operation are reasonably known to all. Nobody contends

Wisconsin Dolls' previous premises descriptions failed in that regard.

III DELL PRAIRIE MAY NOT ELIMINATE PORTIONS OF
WISCONSIN DOLLS PREVIOUSLY LICENSED PREMISES
wrTHouT COMPLYING WrTH \ryrs. STATS. S12s.12(3).

"It is significant that most of the provisions of the Bill of Rights are

procedural, for it is procedure that marks much of the difference between rule by

law and rule by fuat." Wísconsín v. Constøntineøu,400 U.S. 433, 436 (1971).

Dell Prairie apparently believed that as long as it issued some kind of license to
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'Wisconsin Dolls, it was permitted to exercise unfettered discretion over the terms

and scope of the renewal license it chose to issue. The power Dell Prairie assumes

for itself, however, does not comport with the procedural protections the

Legislature has established to protect a business' interests in the licenses upon

which the business depends.

Under Wis. Stats. $125.12(3):

A municipality issuing licenses under this chapter may refuse to
Íenew a license for the causes provided in sub. (2Xag). Prior to the

time for the renewal of the license, the municipal governing body or
a duly authorized committee of a city council shall notify the

licensee in writing of the municipality's intention not to renew the

license and provide the licensee with an opportunity for a hearing.
The hearing shall be conducted as provided in sub. (2)(b) and
judicial review shall be as provided in sub. (2Xd).

Thus, essentially the same procedural protections applicable to revocation and

suspension of licenses apply to a decision not to renew a license.

Wis. Stats. ç125.12 addresses revocations, suspensions and nonrenewals.

Under Dell Prairie's view, local governments may deprive a license holder of

significant benefits confered by a license, benefits upon which the very existence

of the business may depend, without due process. All it must do is grant a new

license for some of the area previously licensed. This cannot be the law. Such an

interpretation is contrary to the very puryose the Legislature intended to serve

when it enacted Wis. Stats. 5125.12. "A cardinal rule in interpreting statutes is to

favor an interpretation that will fuIfilI the purpose of a statute over an

interpretation that defeats the manifest objective of an act." City of Menasha v,
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Wísconsin Employment Reløtions Commìssion, 2011 WI App 108, 1T10, 335

Wis.2d 250,802 N.W.2d 531.

Eliminating part of a previous premises description eliminates the right to

cany on the licensed activity in all places no longer encompassed within the

description. This is a non-renewal of the license, and could have a dramalic

adverse effect on the licensed business.

For instance, consider a restaurant with a bar in a separate room operating

under a combination Class "8" and "Class B" license that describes the entire

building, including both the bar and restaurant seating. Under that license, the

owner may sell and serve alcohol beverages for consumption in the bar or at the

restaurant tables. If the premises description were altered on license renewal to

cover only the bat area, no more alcohol, wine or beer could be consumed at the

restaurant tables. That restaurant is instantly disadvantaged.

Consider a tavern that operates with outside seating or outdoor volleyball

courts. To serve alcohol in these areas, the premises description would have to

include these areas. If the premises description were reduced on license renewal

to include only the indoor bar area, the outdoor areas would instantly become less

athactive to customers and those customers that patronized the business to enjoy

these outdoor areas are likely to take their business elsewhere.

Private golf courses, in order to serve alcohol on the course, must have the

entire course included in their premises description if they wish to sell or permit
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consumption of alcohol beverages on the course. Restricting the premises

description to the clubhouse would eliminate the ability to offer that amenity.

Greater extremes than these examples can be imagined. Consider a

business with a premises description that was initially licenses throughout an

entire building being reduced, on renewal, to a total of three square feet of licensed

premises. That business would have a license, however, such reduction would kill

the business as surely as a revocation.

If renewal of any license with any premises description whatsoever

removes the obligation to follow the procedures under Wis. Stats. $125.12(3),

each change in the premises description described above could occur at the

complete and unfettered discretion of the local government. The Legislature,

however, expressly granted due process protections to licensees under Wis. Stats.

ç125.12 to protect licensees' substantial interests in licenses previously issued.

The Legislature created Wis. Stats. ç125J2 under 1981 Wis. Laws,

Chap. 79, as part of a comprehensive rewrite of 'Wisconsin's alcohol beverage

laws. Prior to that, initial "applications and renewals fwere] treated alike, and this

court [had] held the exercise of discretion for the original application and for the

renewal [was] the same." Støte ex. rel, Ruffilo v. Common Council of the City

of Kenoshø,38'ü/is. 2d 518, 524, 157 N.W.2d 518 (1968). The notion that any

property right existed in the renewal of a previously issued alcohol license was
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considered to be against public policy, such license being a privilege, not a vested

or property right. Id. at 523.

The decision to renew aî alcohol license was considered a purely

legislative function reviewable by the judiciary to determine only whether the

action was arbitrary, capncious or discriminatory. Id, at 524. Review of a

legislative decision is not a review of the record of a quasi-judicial hearing with

testimony given under oath and subject to cross examination. Instead, it is only a

review of those "facts which lie within the knowledge of the agency" or body

making the decision. Id. at 524.

Around the time Ruffølo was decided, the United States Supreme Court

was developing a different view of the nature of "privileges" granted by the

government:

fT]his Court now has rejected the concept that constitutional rights
turn upon whether a governmental benefit is chataclenzed as a
"nght" or a "privilege."

Graham v. Richørdson, 403 U.S. 365, 374 (1971). The court recognized a

broader view of the liberty and property interests to be protected under the

Fourteenth Amendment:

The Fourteenth Amendment's procedural protection of property is a
safeguard of the security of interests that a person has already
acquired in specifîc benefits. These interests - property interests -
may take many forms.

Board of Regents of Støte Colleges v. Roth,408 U.S. 564,576 (1972).
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Property interests for purposes of due process had been recognized for the

receipt of welfare benefits (Gotdberg v. Kelly,397 U.S. 254 (1970)), employment

under tenure provisions (Slochower v. Board of Education,350 U.S. 551 (1956)),

as well as employment under "a clearly implied promise of continued

employme nt" (Connell v. Higginbotham, 403 U.S. 207, 208 ( 1 9.7 1 )).

To have a property interest in a benefit, a person must have more
than an abstract need or desire for it. He must have more than a
unilateral expectation of it. He must, instead, have a legitimate
claim of entitlement to it. It is a purpose of the ancient institution of
property to protect those claims upon which people rely in their daily
lives, reliance that must not be arbitrarily undermined. It is a

purpose of the constitutional right to a hearing to provide an

opportunity for a person to vindicate those claims.

Roth,408 U.S. at 577.

The first time property interests in renewal of a Wisconsin alcohol license

were recognized was in Mønos v. City of Green Bøy, 372 F.Supp. 40 (E.D.

Wis.1974). Relying on Roth, the Mønos court held that, "[o]ne must look not to

the 'weight' but to the 'nature' of the interest at stake to determine if due process

requirements apply in the first place ." Manos, 372 F. Supp. at 48. In the context

of an alcohol license, the court recognized that the license governs the manner in

which the subject business derives its income and can affect substantial business

investments. Id. at 48-49. The court further recognized that when an alcohol

license is not renewed, the licensee cannot simply open a new tavern in the

vicinity. Id. at 49. Unlike Roth, absent some reason justifying revocation of the
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license, most tavern owners expect to be in business for more than a single license

year. Id. aï49.

Accordingly, the Manos court held that, under the Fourteenth Amendment

to the United States Constitution, an alcohol license, once issued, implicated

sufficient "property" interests "to warrant the guarantee of minimal standards

required by procedural due process" before a licensing authority could refuse to

renew. Id. ar49.

Those minimal standards are as follows:

(1) notice of the charges upon which denial of the liquor license is
predicated,

an opportunity to respond to and challenge such charges,

an opportunity to present witnesses under oath,

(2)

(3)

(4) an opportunity to confront and cross-examine opposing

witnesses under oath, and

(5) the opportunity to have a verbatim, written transcript made

upon his own initiative and expense.

In addition, the conclusions made by the hearing body must be based

on the evidence adduced at the hearing.

Id. at 51.

The Legislature's response to the Roth criteria and to Mønos is manifest in

the language of Wis. Stats. $125.l2(3) and Wisconsin's alcohol licensing. Clearly

a licensee has more than an "abstract need or desire" to renew an alcohol license.

One may not conduct an alcohol related business without it. Once issued, the

licensee has more than a unilateral expectation that it be renewed because Wis.
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Stats. $125.12(3) states a license is to be renewed except for cause under'Wis.

Stats. $125.12(2)(ag). Due process is, therefiore, to be afforded to permit those

expectations to be vindicated. Roth,408 U.S. at 577.

The Wisconsin Court of Appeals has since twice reaffirmed that "the

interest in renewal of a liquor license is a 'property interest' for purposes of the

fourteenth amendment." Tøvern Leøgue of Wisconsin v. City of Mødison, 137

Wis. 2d 477, 489,389 N.V/.2d 54 (Ct. App. 1986); City News und Novelty v. City

of Waukeshø,231 Wis. 2d93,125,604 N.Vtr.2d 870 (Ct. App. 1999). This Court

has not reconsidered the issue since Ruffølo, however, it has applied the Roth

analysis in other licensing contexts such as the licensing of solid waste disposal

sites. Waste Mønagement of Wisconsin v. Støte of Wisconsín Depørtment of

Naturøl Resources, 128 
'Wis. 2d 59,70, 381 N.W.2d 318 (1986).

The holding in Mønos was expressly codif,red in Wis. Stats. ç125.12.

According to the Legislative Council notes to 1981 W'is. Laws, Chap.79:

Section 125.12 revises the prooedure to ensure that prior to any
revocation or suspension of or refusal to renew, an alcohol beverage

license or permit, the licensee or permittee is afforded 1) notice of
the charges upon which the action is predicated, 2) a heanng at

which the licensee has an opportunity to challenge the charges and

present and cross-examine witnesses. In addition, the permittee or
licensee may have a written transcript of the hearing prepared at his
or her own expense . . . These notice and hearing requírements
appear to be required by the due process clause of the U.S.

constítution. See Manos v. City of Green Bay,372 F.Supp.40 (E.D.

'ù/is. 1974), relating to license nonrenewals. (Emphasis supplied).
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Now, before important property interests may be extinguished through

noffenewal of an alcohol license under Wis. Stats. $125.12(3), a municipality

must provide:

(1) Written notice of the intention to not renew including written
notice of the reasons for the intended action.

(2) The opportunity for a hearing conducted in the same manner as

that for revocation and suspension hearings under Wis. Stats.

5125.I2(2)(b). This procedure further includes the right to
"produce witnesses, cross-examine witnesses and be represented

by counsel."

(3) Proof of cause under Wis. Stats. $ 125 . l2(2)(ag).

No doubt can exist that property interests exist for purposes of due process

in an alcohol license. Did the Legislature, however, intend that the "minimal

dictates of procedural due process" (Mønos,372F. Stpp. at 50) would only apply

to situations where the municipality intends to issue no license at all? If due

process is required where a license holder may be "condemned to suffer a grievous

loss" (Manos, 372 F. Supp. at 48), did the Legislature intend to permit

municipalities to dramatically alter defining characteristics of a license and still

call it a renewal of the previous license, eliminating the obligation to provide due

process?

It is axiomatic that a premises description is a defining characteristic of an

alcohol license. What good is a license to conduct a business apart from a place in

which it can be conducted? How then carl a license with a different premises

description be considered a renewal of the same license? How can a license
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authorizing business activities over eight acres of property be the same license as

one that limits the business to the "Main BarlBúertainment Building"?

Alberti supports the view that eliminating the licensure of previously

licensed premises, even where a new license is issued, is the equivalent of a

nonrenewal. Under the predecessor to Wis. Stats. $125.04(3)(h), the tavern owner

believed he could expand his premises description by simply notifying the city of

a subsequent change in information submitted with his prior application. The

court, however, disagreed that the owner could unilaterally alter the premises

description:

We conclude that the expansion of the premises on which the

licensee is legally entitled to sell liquor is analogous to the entire
relocatíon of his licensed premíses. The chief difference between a

licensee who proposes to expand his premises and one who proposes

to relocate is that one who opts for expansion wants to have his
original licensed premises and the new premises as well.

Alberti,109 Wis.2d at 601 (emphasis supplied).

Similarly, although Wisconsin Dolls was issued a license for a portion of its

previously licensed premises, the failure to renew its license as to the remainder of

its previously licensed premises is analogous to a complete nonrenewal of its

previous license and the issuance of a different license. The license Wisconsin

Dolls received did not renew its old license. The new license restricted its

business operation to a much smaller premises. This case is Alberti in reverse.

This Court's analysis in úVaste Mønøgement further supports the

conclusion that due process rights can altach to individual components of a
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license. In Wøste Mønøgement, the petitioner argued it had a vested right in an

approved "plan of operation" for a waste disposal site entitling it to a full

contested-case, due process hearing. Wøste Mønagement,l28 Wis. 2d at74-75.

The approval letter for its plan of operation and subsequent license contained

numerous conditions that had to be satisfied, and Waste Management was

expressly informed that the plan of operation was subject to further modification.

Thus, 'Waste Management had only a "unilateral expectation that the

approved plan of operation is fînal and that they [could] operate the Omega Hills

site free from further modification by the DNR." Id, at 76. The Court held,

however, that 'Waste 
Management had "a legitimate claim of entitlement to

operate the site free only from modification of the conditions regarding the

construction of the site" since DNR determined it had satisfied the original

construction conditions. Id. at 77 .

In contrast, no "conditions" \ryere placed upon Wisconsin Dolls' license

except the statutorily implied conditions that the business operates in accordance

with Wis. Stats. Chap. 125 and local ordinances. Wisconsin Dolls did not simply

have a unilateral expectation to the renewal of the same license it had been issued

for over four years. Instead, its expectation arose from the lack of any conditions

dispelling such expectation, the lack of notice of any cause under Wis. Stats.

ç125.12(2Xag) to take adverse action against the license and Dell Prairie's

previous actions renewing the license in the past without question.
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Other courts have concluded that alterations of the terms of existing

licenses on renewal trigger the need to provide due process protections. In Pro

Sports Bar & Grill, Inc. v. City of Country Club Hílls, 589 F.3d 865, 872 (7th

Cir. 2009), the court held that Pro Sports Bar and Grill was deprived of a property

interest without due process when its alcohol license was renewed with hours

limitations that were not imposed upon the previous license. Similarly, in City of

Evønston v. Whirl Inn, lnc.,647 P.2d 1378,1386 (Wy. 1982), the court held the

City of Evanston had violated Wyoming's statute regarding renewals of licenses

when it restricted the 'Whirl Inn's area for alcohol sales from a previously larger

area to its only drive up window. The court, on the basis of a new hearing held

before a district court, found that the evidence failed to meet the statutory

standards that might justify nonrenewal. Id. at 1384, fn 6; 1386-87.

The goal of a statutory interpretation is to determine the intent of the

Legislature. fn interest of JIAT, 159 Wis.2d754,761,465 N.W.2d 520 (Ct. App.

1990). "[A] court must ascertain the legislative intent from the language of the

statute in relation to its context, history, scope, and objective intended to be

accomplished, including the consequences of alternative interpretations." City of

Menasha,2011 'WI App 108, fl10. The context, history, scope,and objectives of

V/is. Stats. $125.12(3) strongly favor an interpretation entitling'Wisconsin Dolls to

the process established therein before its premises description could be reduced

upon renewal of its license.
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The Legislature unambiguously intended to provide due process to the

license renewal process when it enacted Wis. Stats. $125.12(3). Due process is

required before property interests in a license can be modified. IJnder Wøste

Manøgement,it is clear that due process interests exist in the terms of a license

short of total revocation or nonrenewal where such expectations are not unilateral.

Wøste Mønagement, 728 Wis. 2d at 76-77. Alberti demonstrates that premises

descriptions are a defining characteristic of an alcohol license. Alberti' 109

Wis.2d aI 60L Finally, it is clear that grievous injury can be caused by drastic

modifications to a license such as a decrease in premises description. Given that

"confidence in local government is so important in a democtacy" under these

circumstances, it is logical to conclude that it is not "unduly harsh to require local

licensing bodies in these matters to respect the minimal dictates of procedural due

process" and that the Legislature came to the same conclusion when enacting Wis.

Stats. ç125.12(3). See Manos,372F. Stpp. at 50.

IV. AN INSUFFTCIENCY OF PREMISES DESCRIPTION DOES NOT
RENDER AN ALCOHOL LICENSE VOID.

The Court of Appeals erred in holding Wisconsin Dolls' 2008-09 alcohol

license void under Wis. Stats. $125.04(2) as the consequence of finding that the

premises description was not sufficiently particular. (Court of Appeals Decision,

fll1; A.App. 005). Even if one assumes, for sake of argument, that the premises

description on Wisconsin Dolls' previously issued license was legally deficient,

the license was still not void. The Court of Appeals' interpretation of Wis. Stats.
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5125.04(2) in this instance leads to an unjust result that fails to advance arly

identifiable public interest contrary to the principles of due process and fair play.

Such result is directly contrary to the Legislature's clearly expressed intent that

licensed businesses not be arbitrarily deprived of the licenses upon which their

existence depends. Finally, even if the Court of Appeals' holding is correct, it

should not be applied retroactively to void Wisconsin Dolls' license.

A. Declaring Wisconsin Dolls' Previous Licenses Void Is Contrary
To Due Process Principles.

According to the Court of Appeals, if the premises description on an issued

alcohol license is, for any reason, deemed insufficient, no matter how long the

business has been in operation in reasonable reliance on the validity of the license,

and no matter how many times the local government has approved the premises

description on previous renewals, the license is void. Thus, even if the licensee

requests a premises description on its license application that is sufficient, if the

municipal clerk issues a license with an insufficient description, the license is void

and the licensee has lost all due process rights in the license the moment it is

issued. It is notable that Wisconsin Dolls' 2007-08 application included specific

descriptions of places of sale and storage on the parcel, yet the license issued by

Dell Prairie for that year described only the address and the entirety of the resort.

(Record, p.5-49; A.App. 031).

This result is contrary to due process. In this case, Wisconsin Dolls had

operated for over four years in reliance on the license description that Dell Prairie
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approved. For over four years this license was subject to public hearings, and the

record is devoid of any indication any public official or member of the public

voiced any objection to the particulaity of the premises description. Furthermore,

the record contains no allegations whatsoever that any problems of any kind have

occurred with Wisconsin Dolls' operation. Had the business been accused of

wrongdoing, Wis. Stats. $$125.12(2) or (3) would have guaranteed it a due

process hearing before its license could have been revoked, suspended, or non-

renewed. In this case, through no fault of its own and based upon a Court of

Appeals ruling on an issue of first impression in Wisconsin, Wisconsin Dolls'

license is deemed void.

The Court of Appeals' interpretation of V/is. Stats. 5125.04(2) in this case

subjects 
.Wisconsin Dolls to grievous loss through the voiding of its alcohol

license and the elimination of its due process rights. No interest is served by

'Wisconsin Dolls' license being rendered void in this instance.

The extent to which procedural due process must be afforded the
recipient is influenced by the extent to which he may 'be
condemned to suffer grievous loss' and depends upon whether
the recipient's interest in avoiding that loss outweighs the
governmental interest in summary adjudication.

Goldberg v. Kelly,397 U.S. 254,262-63 (1970).

Under the Court of Appeals' interpretation, all due process rights vanish the

moment the municipal clerk issues a license with an invalid premises description.

It is a violation of due process for interests in previously issued licenses to be

summarily eliminated by operation of law absent an overriding public interest.
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Wis. Stats. $125.04(2) cannot be interpreted in a manner consistent with

notions of due process and manifest legislative intent by abandoning all sense of

fairness

For all its consequence, "due process" has never been, and perhaps

can never be, precisely defined. "fU]nlike some legal rules," this
Court has said, due process "is not a technical conception with a
fixed content unrelated to time, place and circumstances." Cafeteria
Workers v. McElroy, 367 U.S. 886, 895, 81 S.Ct. 1743, 1748, 6
L.F,d.2d 1230. Rather, the phrase expresses the requirement of
"fundamental fairness," a requirement whose meaning can be as

opaque as its importance is lofty. Applying the due process clause

is, therefore, arr uncertain enterprise which must discover what
"fundamental fairness" consists of in a pafücular situation by first
considering any relevant precedents and then by assessing the

several interests that arc at stake.

Lassiter v. Dep't of Soc. Sews. of Durhøm County, N.C.,452 U.S. 18,24 (1981).

Given the clear legislative purpose of affording due process expressed in

Wis. Stats . çI25.I2, automatic voiding of licenses after their issuance, absent the

service of any public interest, was unlikely what the Legislature had in mind when

it enacted Wis. Stats. $125.04(2).

Unlike this case, ín Williams v. City of Løke Genevø,2002 W App. 95,

253 Wis.2d 618, 643 NO.W.2d 864, an identifiable public interest was served by

voiding the license. In ÍYillíøms, an alcohol license, issued without compliance

with statutory public notice requirements under Wis. Stats. $125.04(3)(9), was

held to be void pursuant to V/is. Stats. ç 125.04(2). Id. at u 8. Like this case, the

result of lYilliøms is harsh given that the failure to publish the applications was the

fault of the municipality, not the licensee. Id. at 12. Although the Court of
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Appeals did not expressly hold the license Dell Prairie issued for the "Main

Bar/Entertainment Building" void, the Court of Appeals' ruling puts this license

and 
.Wisconsin Dolls' entire business at risk because, under lVilliøms, "a void

license is an absolute nullity; it is of no legal effect . . . a void license is no

license." Id. at19. Because its license was found void, Wisconsin Dolls "could

not apply for an appropriate liquor license via renewal of that void license. The

only way for [it] to obtain an appropriate license was to file an application for an

original Alcohol Beverage License." Id. atfll4.

This case, however, presents a very different situation than presented in

Witliams. In Wítliams, the license was issued without compliance with a

mandatory procedural requirement - notice to the public. Id. at 18. In this case,

no procedural violations appear in the record, In this case, the supposed legal

infirmity lies in the form of the approved license - the premises description

appearing on the license. ln últilliøms, the only remedy to a procedural violation,

to protect the public interest, is to return the legal status of the license to that

which existed at the time of violation. In this case, no public interest is served by

voiding Wisconsin Dolls' license.

The Legislature bestowed an important procedural benefit upon the public -

notice of an application prior to license issuance. Wis. Stats. $125.04(3Xg).

Presumably, the purpose of the notice requirement is to permit members of the

public an opportunity to make known any objections or concerns about apafücular
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licensee. Thus, deeming a license void is the only possible remedy for failure to

offer this statutorily mandated opportunity. If the license is not considered void as

a result of such procedural violation and thereby returned to the legal status

existing prior to the violation, the licensee would have obtained due process rights

to the license. The kinds of public concerns the municipality could address would

be left to those that the form of grounds for suspension or revocation under Wis.

Stats. ç 125.12 ruther than the broader discretion it enjoys at the time of initial

issuance. llrilliøms, atll ll-12.

No similar problems attach to renewal of a license issued with aî

insufficiently particular license description. Notice under Wis. Stats.

$125.04(3)(9) does not require notice of the particular premises description. Wis.

Stats. $125.04(3)(9) requires only that notice be given of "the location of the

premises to be licensed." The public is still provided the same opportunity to give

input about any concerns it may have about a license regardless of the premises

description. If a license is erroneously issued with an inaccurate or insufficient

premises description, why shouldn't it be permissible to correct that error without

voiding Wisconsin Dolls' license? What possible public interest is served by

automatic voiding of a previously issued license because of an error in the form of

the license committed by the municipality in previous years?

Consideration of the public interests at stake is important. An alcohol

licensee that has operated and made business investments in reasonable reliance
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on a license under which it has operated for over four years is no less damaged by

the sudden declaration that the license is void than if the municipality arbitrarily

declined to renew the license.

B. The Court of Appeals' fnterpretation is lnconsistent With the
Legislature's Intent to Safeguard Licensee's Rights to Due
Process.

The Legislature has unambiguously included due process protections withrn

'Wisconsin's statutory alcohol licensing scheme. ^lee'Wis. Stats. $125.12. Statutes

must be interpreted in context and in relation to the objectives of related statutes.

City of Menøshø 2011 V/I App 108, fl10. If fundamental fairness is the hallmark

of due process (Lassiter, 452 U.S. at 24), it would be inconsistent with this clear

expression of legislative intent to safeguard due process to permit municipalities to

deprive businesses of their licenses without process and in furtherance of no

identifiable public interest to be served. This is especially so when such

deprivation occurs as the result, in whole or in part, of the error of the licensing

authority

The unfairness of the result of the Court of Appeals' decision is amplified

in light of its first-impression interpretation of the requirement to "particularly

describe" the licensed premises. Unlike the notice requirements in Williams, the

degree of particularity required for a premises description is not plainly set forth in

the statutes. As described in Section II of this brief, even under the Court of

Appeals decision, the limits of this requirement remain unclear. Both Dell Prairie
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and Wisconsin Dolls assumed for over four years that Wisconsin Dolls' premises

description was lawful.

The need to assess fundamental fairness and the balance of interests is

implicit in other statutory contexts as well. For instance, while 'Wis. Chap. 32 is to

be strictly construed in favor of property o\ryners, only those statutory violations

that go to the fundamental purpose of Wis. Stats. Chap. 32 will operate to divest a

condemning authority of the "nght to take." Warehouse II, LLC v. DOT, 2006

WI62,nl},291Wis.2d 80, 715 N.W.2d 213. Similarly, although a municipality

is generally entitled to injunctive relief once it has proven the existence of a

zoning violation, a court is, nonetheless, empowered to weigh the equities before

granting such relief. Forest County v. Goode, 279 Wís.2d 654,683, 579 N.W.2d

715 (1998). No reason exists to ignore such balancing of interests here.

Wis. Stats. $125.04(2) states as follows:

(2) LTCENSES OR PERMITS ISSUED IN VIOLATIOI',{ OF THIS
CHAPTER. No license or permit may be issued to any person

except as provided in this chapter. Any license issued in violation of
this chapter is void.

Clearly, Wis. Stats. $125.04(2) prohibits the issuance of any license to any person

not entitled to hold such license or contrary to the procedural requirements under

the Chapter. It is not apparcnt, however, that a license containing a premises

description approved by a local government five times previously can be deemed

to be "issued" in violation of the chapter.
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Courts are to apply statutes as written. State ex reL Adell v. Smíth,2000

'ü/I App. 188, T 7,238 'Wis. 2d 65, 618 N.W.2d 208. Nonetheless, it is consistent

with the plain meaning rule to consider whether an interpretation "contravenefs] a

textually or contextually manifest statutory purpose." State.ex. rel. Kaløl v,

Circuìt Court for Døne Counfit,2004 WI 58, n49, 271 Wis. 2d 633, 681 N.V¡. 2d

t 10. Ambiguity may arise since the contravention of such statutory purposes can

lead to different persons reaching different reasonable conclusions about the plain

meaning of the language. Id. atl49.

In light of the Legislature's concerns about due process, it is unclear that

the phrase "issued in violation of this chapter" is meant to apply to every defect of

any kind. It seems more likely that the Legislature's intent was only to ensure no

expectation of entitlement would be obtained in a license or permit issued to one

lacking the statutory qualifications, issued contrary to statutory procedures or

otherwise was issued contrary to the fundamental goals of 'Wis. 
Stats. Chap. I25.

Interpreting the statute to apply only to such instances would be consistent with

the Legislature's due process concerns and would also ensure that no grievous

injury would result to a licensee absent an off-setting public interest. Goldberg,

397 U.S. at262-63.

The Court of Appeals' I)ecision Should Not Apply Retroactively
to Void 'Wisconsin Dolls' Due Process Rights to Continue to
Receive an Alcohol LÍcense.

Finally, even assuming the Court of Appeals decision is correct, it should

not apply retroactively to void Wisconsin Dolls' previous licenses. "Normally a

C.
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new rule applies prospectively." Støte v. Beaver Døm Area Development

Corporation, 2008 WI 90, lT95 3 I2'ü/is.2d 84, 124,752 N.W.2d 295.

However, appl¡zing a new rule to circumstances in which actors

reasonably rely on contrary views may be unsettling. This court will
therefore occasionally apply a new rule prospectively to limit such

an effect. We examine three factors in deciding whether our
determination is to apply retroactively or prospectively:
(l) whether the decision establishes a new principle of law, either

by ovemrling clear past precedent on which litigants may have

relied, or by deciding an issue of first impression whose

resolution was not clearly foreshadowed;
(2) whether retroactive application would further or retard the

operation of the new rule;
(3) whether retroactive application could produce substantial

inequitable results. (Citations omitted.)

Id. atl96.

Both the first and third factors in this case support limiting the Court of

Appeals' decision to prospective application.

The Court of Appeals' decision that a premises description cannot apply to

an entire parcel and that such defect voids such a license is one of first impression

that was not clearly foreshadowed. The only Wisconsin authority on the question

of the sufficiency of a premises description supported the conclusion that an entire

parcel could be licensed and that a license could particularly describe such

premises through the use of the parcel address alone. Municipal Licensing and

Regulation of Alcohol Beverages, American Legal Publishing Corp. 4th Ed.,

Feb.2002. (A.App .041-042). No clear statutory definitions exist that would

easily lead one to come to the same conclusion as the Court of Appeals. Indeed,

both parties in this case relied on the same premises description for over four
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years. Accordingly, the resultant voiding of such a license could also not be

foreseen.

Substantial inequitable results also flow from the Court of Appeals

decision. No due process protections attach to a void license. Nonetheless,

Wisconsin Dolls has operated for over four years in reliance on an alcohol license

with a premises description Dell Prairie repeatedly approved. Now, as a result of

the Court of Appeals decision, its right to any alcohol license with any premises

description is now in jeopardy.

If the Court of Appeals decision is upheld, the Court should limit the effect

of its decision to declare Wisconsin Dolls' previous license void to prospective

application only.

CONCLUSION

The Court of Appeals erred in holding Wisconsin Dolls' premises

description on its previous licenses was insufficient. The Court should hold that

municipalities have the discretion to define the limits of a licensed premises as

they see frt and that the Dell Prairie Town Board acted properly when it issued an

initial alcohol license for 'Wisconsin Dolls' entire parcel in 2005. Because

'Wisconsin Dolls' initial license was lawful, as were all subsequent licenses issued

through the 2008-09 license year, the Court should hold that Dell Prairie lacked

the authority to reduce Wisconsin Dolls' premises description without compliance

with the non-renewal procedures established by Wis. Stats. $125.12(3) and

remand to the Board with orders to reinstate 
'Wisconsin Dolls' original premises
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description or comply with 
.Wis. 

Stats. $ 125.12(3). In the event the Court upholds

the Court of Appeals' ruling with respect to the legality of Wisconsin Dolls'

original premises description, it should hold that Wis. Stats. ç125.04(2) does not

render its license void in this instance, but instead that Dell Prairie could make the

description conform to legal requirements without jeopardy to 'Wisconsin Dolls'

interests in its license.

Dated this 3rd day of Janùaty,2012.
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Attorneys for PlaintifÊAppellant-Petitioner,
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Prairie Town Board.r This license identihed the premises as "Main

BarÆntertainment Building." However, previous alcohol licenses issued to
'Wisconsin Dolls by the Town listed the premises as including all eight acres of
Wisconsin Dolls' property. Wisconsin Dolls filed this certiorari action, seeking

reversal of the Town's decision and a remand with directions to the Town to issue

a license covering all eight acres of Wisconsin Dolls' property or to hold a hearing

as set forth by Wts. Srer. $ 125.12(3) (2009-10)2 (identiffing the procedure for

nonrenewal of an alcohol license). The circuit court affirrned the Town's decision,

dismissing the complaint, and Wisconsin Dolls appeals.

nZ The primary issue on appeal is whether the issuance of a license for

all eight acres of Wisconsin Dolls' property violated any provision in Wts. Srer.

ch. L25, which governs alcohol beverages. We conclude it did and that the license

covering all eight acres is therefore void. .We 
further conclude that, because the

2008-2009 license was void, Wisconsin Dolls was not entitled to the statutory

protections for license renewal under $ 125.12(3) nor to procedural due process

under the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution. Accordingly,

we affirm the circuit court's order disrnissing the complaint.

BACKGROIIND

1T3 The relevant facts are undisputed. Wisconsin Dolls owns and

operates an adult-oriented resort facility in Wisconsin Dells. In December 2004,

t The Town of Dell Prairíe and the Town of Dell Prairie Town Board are defendants.
For ease of reference, we refer to them collectively as "the Town."

2 All references to the Wisconsi¡r Statutes are to the 2009-lO version unless otherwise
noted,
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No. 20104P2900

Wisconsin Dolls applied for a combination Class "8" license for fermented malt

beverages and "Class B" license for intoxicating liquor. On the application for the

license, next to "Premises description," Wisconsin Dolls filled in "all 8 acres of

resort." The application was approved and the Town issued a license to Wisconsin

Dolls that identified the premises as "Wisconsin Dolls Resort, 4179 State Highway

13, All 8 acres of the resort." The license was to expire on June 30, 2005,

n4 In May 2005 and in each of the three years following, Wisconsin

Dolls filed an application to renew its license for another year, and each year the

Town granted the renewal. Each of these applications included "all 8 acres of the

resort" in the "Premises description."3 The licenses issued for 2005-2006 and

2006-2007 identified the premises as "Wisconsin Dolls Resort, 4179 State

Highway 13, Wisc. Dells, WI, All 8 acres of the resort"; there is no license for

2007-2008 in the record. The 2008-2009 license, the license issued the year

before this dispute arose, identified the premises only by Wisconsin Dolls'

address.

'115 In May 20Q9, Wisconsin Dolls again filed a renewal application,

which described the prernises as "All buildings & property comprising approx. 8

acres." At this time, a new Town clerk began to review all alcohol licenses and

applications, Upon review of Wisconsin Dolls' application, the clerk concluded

that it contained an inadequate description of the premises.

3 The renewal applications fited in 2005,2006, and 2007 each listed specific areas in
additionto"all 8aoresofresort": "Bar,cooler, lgroominoffice,all 8acresofresort." The2008
renewal application listed the premises as "All buildings and property comprising approximately
8 acres."

3
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,1T6 The Town Board convened to discuss various alcohol license

applications, including Wisconsin Dolls'. The Town Board Chairrnan explained

that he believed the description of the premises as "8 acres of the resort" on

Wisconsin Dolls' application was too vague and needed to be amended. He noted

that the application required the applicant to identiff "where you keep the alcohol,

where you serve the alcohol and where you keep your records..." and that

Wisconsin Dolls had failed to include this information. The Board postponed the

vote on'Wisconsin Dolls' license to allow the application to be amended.

ni Subsequently the Town Board voted to issue the license if the

application was amended to restrict the premises to the main bar building and

storage area. It appears undisputed that 'Wisconsin Dolls never amended its

application. Nevertheless, the clerk issued a license to Wisconsin Dolls on June

30,2009. The license described the premises as "Wisconsin Dolls, LLC,4179

State Road 13, Wisconsin Dells, WI 53965 (Main BarlBntertainment Building)."

f8 Wisconsin Dolls sought circuit court review by certiorari of the

Town's decision, asserting that the Town's action constituted a nonrenewal of

Wisconsin Dolls' license. Therefore, 'Wisconsin Dolls argued, the Town was

required to follow the notice and hearing procedures in Wls. Srer. $ 125.12(3)

and could deny renewal only for statutorily prescribed reasons. The circuit court

concluded that the Town's action was not a nonrenewal and dismissed the

complaint.

DISCUSSION

19 W'isconsin Dolls contends that the Town's act of limiting the

premises description in its 2009-2010 license to "Main BarlBntertainment

Building" is the equiva.lent o.f a nonr-enewal of its 20A8-2009 license, or at least a

4
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partial nonrenewal. According to Wisconsin Dolls, this triggers the procedural

requirements of wrs. srar. $ 125. r2(3) and the procedural due process

requirements of the Fourteenth Amendment.

f10 The Town responds that it has the authority to rnodifl, an alcohol

Iicense and it exercised that power in this case. The Town also argues that

wisconsin Dolls has no property interest in an alcohol license.

T11 We frame the issues differently than do the parties. 'We identify the

primary issue as whether the issuance of a license for 2008-2009 lor all eight acres

of wisconsin Dolls' property violated any provisions in wls. Srnr . ch. 125.a we
conclude that it did and that the license covering all eight acres was therefore void.

Based on this conclusion, flor the reasons we explain, Wisconsin Dolls did not

have a right to the statutory procedures relating to license renewal in $ 125.12(3)

before the Torvn limited the premises description to "Main Barl?ntertainment

Building." For similar reasons, Wisconsin Dolls did not have the right to

procedural protections under the due process clause of the Fourteenth Arnendment

before the Town limited the premises description.

a Wisconsin Dolls' position is that the use of its address alone to identi$z the premises in
the2008-2009 ticense ed premises were all eight acres of ihe reson, as was
explicitly stated on the to the 200g_2009 license. The Town does not appear
to dispute this. Rather, on its authority to modif, the licensed premises. We
therefore assume without deciding, for purposes of this opinion only, ihat use of Wiiconsin Dolls'
address alone as a premises description on the 2008-2009 license means all eight acres of the
resoft. The real estate of the resort consists of eight acres. We therefore use "aIl eight acres of
the resort" and "all eight acres of wisconsin Dolls' properfy', interchangeably.

5
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I. Standard of Review

nn Both parties agree that we review the Torvn's decision to issue

Wisconsin Dolls a 2009-2010 license only for its "Main Bar/Entertainment

Building" by certiorari.5 On certiorari review, our inquiry, like that of the circuit

court, is limited to the following questions: "(1) whether the fTown] stayed within

its jurisdiction; (2) whether it acted according to law; (3)whether its action was

arbitrary, oppressive, or unreasonable, representing its will instead of its judgment;

and (4) whether the evidence was such that it might reasonably have made the

determination under review." State ex rel. Smîth v. City of Oøk Creek, l3l
Wis. 2d 451,455,389 N.W.2d366 (Ct. App. l986) (citation omitted).

f13 Only the second question is implicated on this appeal: whether the

Town acted according to law-both statutory and constitutional law-in issuing

Wisconsin Dolls a license for 2009-2010 only for the main bar and entertainment

building. Because this presents a question of law, our review is de novo. See

Town of Avon v. Oliver,2002 WI App 97,fl7,253 Wis. 2d 647,644 N.W.2d260

(interpretation and application of a statute presents a question of law); Tateoka v,

City of Ví/aukesha Bd. of Zoning Appeals,220 V/is. 2d 656, 668-69, 583 N.W.2d

871 (Ct. App. 1998) (whether there is a violation of due process presents a

question of law, which we review de novo).

t Because both parties agree that certiorari review of the Town's decision properly

defines our scope of review, we accept that premise and do not discuss the judicial review
provision in Wls. Srar. $ 125.12(2)(d).

6
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il. Validity of 2008-2009 License for All Eight Acres

li14 WtscoNslN SrAT. ch. 125 governs the issuance of alcohol licenses

by municipalities. No license "may be issued to any person except as provided in

this chapter," and "[a]n¡, license ... issued in violation of this chapter is void,"

$ 125.04(2). Thus, the starting point of our analysis is to determine whether the

2008-2009 license for all eight acres of the resort was issued "as provided in

[chapter 1251."

ï15 The license issued to Wisconsin Dolls in 2008-2009 and each

preceding year was a cornbination Class "8" and "Class B" license, which

authorizes the retail sale of fermented malt beverages and intoxicating liquor.

Wts. Sr¡.r. $$ 125.26, 125.51. Both Class "B" and "Class B" licenses must

"particularly describe the premises for which issued." 5 125.26(3) (Class "8"

licenses); $ 125.5i(3Xd) ("Class B" licenses). The parties dispute the rneaningof

"particularly describe the premises." Wisconsin Do[[s contends that the phrase

"all 8 acres of the resort" does particularly describe the premises for which the

license is issued. The Town, in contrast, contends that this phrase is not a

particular description of the premises for which the license is issued,

T16 When we interpret a statute, we. begin with the language of the

statute and give it its comftron, ordinary, and accepted meaning, except that

technical or specially defined u,ords are given their technical or special definitions.

State ex rel. Kalal v. Circuit Courl for Dane Counly, 2004 WI 58, n45,271

Wis.2d 633, 681 N.W.2d 110, We interpret statutory Ianguage in the context in

which it is used, not in isolation but as part of a whole, in relation to the language

of surrounding or closely related statutes, and we interpret it reasonably to avoid

absurd or unreasonable results. ld.,n46. We also consider the scope, context, and

7
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purpose of the statute insofar as they are ascertainable from the text and structure

of the statute itself. Id., n48. Ifl, employing these principles, we conclude the

statutory language has a plain meaning, then we apply the statute according to that

plain meaning. Id., l[46.

fl7 We begin by discussing the meaning of the word "premises" as used

in WIs. Srer. $$ 125,26(3) and 125.51(3Xd). WISCoNSIN Srnr. $ 125.02(14m)

defines "premises" as "the area described in a license or permit." This def,rnition

does not tell us how "the area described in a license" is to be determinecl.

However, ç 125.04(3), which govems applications for licenses, provides

additional aid in understanding the meaning of "premises." This section provides

that the Department of Revenue (DOR) shall prepare an application form for each

type of license issued under ch. 125 and that each form shall require certain

information, including "[t]he prernises where alcohol beverages will be sold or

stored or both." $ 125.04(3Xa)3. The only reasonable reading of

$ 125.04(3Xa)3., when read together with SS 125.02(14m), 125.26(3), and

125.51(3Xd), is that "premises" means the area where alcohol beverages rvill be

sold or stored or both.

'1118 Turning to the word "describe" in the phrase "particularly describe

the premises," we see that this word is not defined in Wts, Srer. ch. 125. We rnay

therefore consult a standard dictionary to establish the common meaning. See

Swøtek v. County of Dane, 192 Wis. 2d 47, 61, 53 i N.V/.2d 45 (1995). To

"describe" means to "present distinctly by means of properties and qualities."

V/eesrpR's TntRp Npw INrenNnrroNAL DIcttoNaRY 610 (1993), "Distinct," in

turn, means "characterized by qualities individualizing or distinguishing as apart

from, unlike, or not identical with another or others." fd, at 659.

o()
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T19 The word "particularly" is also not def,rned in Wts. Sr¡.r. ch. 125. A

standard dictionary definition of "particular" is "concerned with or attentive to

details." Id. at 1647.

'1T20 When the meanings of these words are considered together,

"particularly describe the premises" means that the license must contain sufficient

detail to identify the specific areas where the alcohol beverages will be sold or

stored or both. We conclude that merely identifying the total amount of acreage of

the licensee's property does not fulfill this defînition. It does not identify the

specific area or areas in the total acreage where the licensed activity will occur.

flzI The statutory provision requiring posting of the license supports our

interpretation. WIscoNsr¡{ Srar. $ 125.04(1)(a) and (b) require that a license

issued for the sale of alcohol must be "conspicuously displayed for public

inspection at aIL times in the room or place where the activity subject to

the ... Iicensure is carcied on" (emphasis added). This provision indicates that the

activity subject to licensure occurs in a specific place. This provision cannot be

reconciled with Wisconsin Dolls' view that a license rnay give it the authority to

earry on licensed activity any-where on the eight acres of its property.

fl22 Our interpretation is also supported by our reasoning in Alberti v,

citlt of líthitewøter, 109 wis. 2d 592,327 N.w.2d 150 (cr. App. 1982). The issue

presented there was whether a licensee, during the license year, could unilaterally

expand the size of the licensed premises as long as the expanded area was

connected to the premises on which the license permitted the sale of alcohol. Id.

at 597-98. In resolving this issue against the licensee, we construed Wts. SrRr.

9
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$ 125.04(3)(h), which requires licensees to notify the issuing authority of a change

in any fact set out in the application for a license within ten days of the change.6

'We viewed this provision in the context of the entire statutory scheme, which

gives the municipality the power to control the grant, transfer, revocation, and

renewal of licenses, and provides for notification to the public at certain points in

the process. Id. at 599-600. We concluded that, in light of the statutory scheme

and the broad po\ /er of the government to regulate the liquor traffic industry, the

purpose of Wrs. Sr¡.r. $ 125.04(3Xh) was to "facilitate monitoring of ongoing

liquor sales by the government and the public." Id, at 599. It would be

inconsistent with that purpose and unreasonable, we held, to confer unilateral

power on the licensee to expand the size of the licensed premises during the

license year. Id. at 601.

nn Similarly, interpreting Wts. Srer. $$ 125'26(3) and l'25.51(3Xd) to

authorize the issuance of a license for the entire acreage of a licensee's property

would allow the licensee to unilaterally expand the areas within that acreage where

the licensed activity takes place, without any oversight by the issuing authorìty.

This is not consistent with the legistative intent to give municipalities the power to

control the grant and renewal of licenses to sell alcohol.

1t2.4 Finally, our interpretation of the phrase "particularly describe the

premises" is consistent with DOR's interpretation of this phrase. As already

noted, DOR has been charged with creating the application forms for alcohol

licenses. Wis. Sr¡,r. $ 125.04(3Xa); see qlso $ 125.04(3)(b) (relating to renewal

ó Wrsco¡srN SrAr. g 125.04(3)(h) was numbered $176.14 (1979-80) at the time we

decided Alberti v. city of ll/hìtewater, 109 wis. 2d 592, 327 N.W,2d I 5 0 (Ct. App. 1982).

10
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forms). Both the original application forrn and the renewal application form

prepared b)'DOR provide the following instructions with respect to the "Premises

description":

Premises description: Describe building or buildings where
alcohol beverages are to be sold and stored. The applicant
must include all rooms inctuding living quarters, if used,
for the sales, service, and/or storage of alcohol beverages
and records. (Alcohol beverages may be sold and stored
only on the premises described.)

DoR AT-106 (R.9-03); DoR AT-115(R,3-09). Thus, rhese forms expressly

require identification of ttre specifrc places in which alcohol is sold, served, and

stored or records kept.7

fl25 In summary, the license the Torvn issued to Wisconsin Dolls in

2008-2009 did not "particularly describe the premises" as required by Wts. Srnr.

$$ 125.26(3) and 125.51(3Xd). Thus, that license was issued in violation of these

sections.

n26 Because a license issued in violation of Wts. SrRr. ch 125 is void,

see $ 125.04(2), the question arises whether Wisconsin Dolls had a license to

t Neither parfy addresses whether these forms or the "Premises description" itern in
particular is an administrative rule. ,See V/IS. Srar. $ 227.01(13) (defìning "rule"); cf. Racine
Educ. Ass'n v. ERC,2000 wI App 149,11f34-35, 238 wis. 2d 33,616 N.w.zd 504 (concluding
that two forms promulgated by the Wisconsin Employment Relations Commission (WERC) were
"a product of WERC's rule-making authority"). Nor does either parly address whether, in
interpreting $$ 125.26(3) and 125,51(3Xd), we must accord deference to the meaning DOR gives
to '?remises description" in the forms. See Røcíne Harley-Døvidsorr, Inc. v. DivisÌon of
Hearings & Appeals, 2006 w[ 86, 116, 292 wis.2d 549, 717 N.w.2d ts4 (although
interpretation of a statute is a question of law, which we review de novo, in certain situations we
give deference to agency's interpretation of a statute tl-rat it is charged with administering). We
therefore do not address these issues but simply consider the "Premises description" item in the
DOR forms as suppott for oul interpretation of the disputed statutory phrase, "particularly
describe the premises." See $$ 125.26(3), 125.51(3)(d).

l1
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renew in 2009, In Williønls v. City of Løke Genevo,2002 WI App 95, 1J8, 253

Wis. 2d 618, 643 N.W.2d 864, we held that a violation of the requirement tliat a

notice of application be published, see $ 125.04(3)(9), rendered the license issued

upon that application void under S 125.04(2). "Void," we concluded, meant "an

absolute nullityf,]... of no legal effect." Id., fl9. We further held that the

procecìural protections for renewal in $ 125.12(3) do not apply to a license that is

void, and the only way the holder of a void license may obtain a valid license is to

file an application for an original license. Id.,fllll2-I4.

X27 We conclude that ll/iU.ìøms forecloses Wisconsin Dolls' argument

that it is entitled to the procedures in Wls. Srer. $ 125.12(3) before the Town can

decide not to renew its license for all eight acres of the resort. Wisconsin Dolls

did not have a valid license for all eight acres. Therefore, the procedural

protections for renewal in $ 125.12(3) do not apply. See id.,1JIl3-14.

1t28 We recognize that úl/ÍIliøms suggests there may be a question in this

case concerning the Town's authority to issue Wisconsin Dolls a license for 2009-

2010 with a particular description of the premises as required by'Wts, Srer.

$$ 125.26(3) and 125.51(3Xd), without requiring Wisconsin Dolls to hle an

original application. However, we do not address this question, In particular, we

do not adclress the Town's argument that it has the authority to issue a modifìed

license with a more limited premises description. Wisconsin Dolls is not

challenging the Town's issuance of a license with a more limited and specifrc

description of the premises, rt as we have akeady decided, it did not have a

license to conduct the licensed activity on all eight acres. Nor does Wisconsin

Dolls challenge the definition of premises the Town chose, "Main

BarÆntertainment Building," on any ground other than the one we have already

rejected.''

l2
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III. Procedural Due Process

fl29 Wisconsin Dolls also asserts that it has a property interest under the

Fourteenth Amendment in the renewal of its 2008-2009 license covering all eight

acres of the resort. Therefore, it contends, it was entitled to procedural due

process before the Town could change the premises description to "Main

BarlEntertainment B uilding. "

1130 Section 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment provides that "[n]o State

shall ... deprive any person of life, tiberty, or property, without due process of

14w...." u.s. coNST. amend. xIV, $ r. The existence and scope of a properfy

interest for purposes of this constitutional provision is determined by state law.

see Board of Regents v. Rotlt,408 u.s. 564, 577 (1972); Kraus v. cify of
waukesha Police & Fire contm'n, 2003 wI 51, n55, 26l wis.2d 485, 662

N.W.zd 294, Rather than analyze whether an alleged property interest is a "right"

or "privilege," as the parties do, the proper inquiry is whether state law creates a

"legitimate claim of entitlement" to the alteged properfy interest. See Roth, 408

U.S. at 577 .

1Ì3 i In this case we need not decide whether the holder of a valid license

under Wls. Srer. ch. I25 has a property interest in the renewal of the license such

that the holder is entitled to procedural protections under the due process clause

before the municipality can decide not to renew the license, For the reasons we

have already discussed, Wisconsin Dolls did not have a valid 2008 -2009 license

under ch. 125 for all eight acres of the resort. That license is void because it was

issued in violation of gg 125.26(3) and 125.51(3Xd). ^See 
g lzs.\aQ); see also

lltilliams,253 Wis. 2d 618, flJS-g. Wisconsin Dolls therefore does not have a

legitimate claim of entitlement under ch,l25 to the ienewal of a license for all

13
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CIRCUIT COURT

Case No. 2010-CV-61
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I PROCEEDINGS

October 19,2010

THE COURT: Good afternoon. This is Judge Pollex, we

are in the circuit courtroom at the courthouse in Friendship. At thís point I

call on for proceeding the case of Wisconsin Dolls, LLC versus the Town

of Dell Prairie and others, the file number is 2010-CV-61. This date and

time has been set for an oral ruling regarding the Writ of Certiorari which

has been hled with the Court. Do we have any personal appearances on

this matter?

MS. TIBBET,TS-WAKEFIELD: Your Honor, this is

Attorney Margery Tibbetts-'Wakefield of the law firm Murphy Desmond

in Janesville. I appear on behalf of the PlaintiffWisconsin Dells, LI.C.

THE COURT: Your name is Margery Tibbetts?

MS. TIBBETTS-WAKEFIELD: Actually since we filed

the initial pleadings, my name has changed. It's now Margery Tibbetts-

Wakefield, W-a-k-e-f-i-e-t-d.

THE COURT: All right. That will be noted. And

appearing on behalf of the Respondents?

MR-. HAZELBAKER: Attorrrey Mark Hazelbaker, Your

Honor.

THE COURT: I can't hear you very well. Could you tum

up the volume a little bit, Mr. Hazelbaker?

MR. HAZELBAKER: It's Attomey Mark Hazelbaker.

I'm sorry you can't hear. I apologize.
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THE COURT: I'm afraid that the reporter is not going to

be able to take it down. Can you speak any louder or perhaps -

MR. HAZELBAI(ER: I was on the speaker phone.

Perhaps this is better.

THE COURT: That is much better. Thank you.

MR. HAZELBAKER: Attomey Mark Hazelbaker

appearing on behalf of the Town of Dell Prairie.

THE COURT: Verywell. As indicated, this is the date

and time set for an oral ruling on the Plaintiffls Writ of Certiorari which

asked the Court to review the action taken by the Defendant Town Board

of the Town of Dell Prairie regarding the issuance of permitted malt

beverage and alcoholic beverage licenses issued for the years 2009

through 2010. The file number is 2010-CV-61.

In summary, the facts indicate that the Defendant Town

Board changed the description of the lioensed premises from all eight

acres of the resort, which had been in effect for a period of time

apparently, to the main bar/entertainment building with regard to - when

they issued the 2009/2010 Class B permitted malt beverage license, and

the Class B intoxicating liquor license.

I have reviewed the matter as it has been presented in

regard to this action. The Court understands as a matter of analysis that on

certiorari review the Court considers first whether the Board kept within

its jurisdiction; secondly, whether it acted according to law; third, whether

its actions was arbitrary, oppressive or unreasonable and represented its

will and not its judgment; and, fourthly, whether the evidence was such

Rll:l
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that it might reasonably make the order or determination in question. That

is taken from State ex rel Campbell versus Delavan,210 Wis. 2d239.

In conducting its review, the Court makes the following

findings of fact. First of all, the record presented to the Court for review

reflects that the Defendant Board lacked any evidence of any of the causes

required for refusal to renew a license under sec. xxx125-12(3)(2)(ag) of

the statutes. The Court further finds that the Board gave no prior written

notice to the Plaintiff as to why the Board would take action to deny

renewal of the license, and there rù/as no opportunify for the Plaintiff to be

heard, and no written explanation why the action was taken.

The Court concludes as a matter of law, and to clari$r the

standard of review from this record, that the Town Board is entitled to a

common law presumption of regularity. That's the Fortney versus School

District of West Salem case at 108 Wis. 2d L67 quoting from Page 185.

So with those findings and conclusions, the Court in

reviewing the lecord presented concludes that the issue that is controlling

in this case is whether or not the action taken by the Town of Dell Prairie

Board constitutes a refusal by the local authorities as to entitle the Plaintilf

to the protections afforded by sec. I25.12 of the Wisconsin Statutes. That

is the issue which the Court flrnds to be controlling in this case. The

specific issue here then is whether or not the Plaintiff is correct in its

position that this is a refusal so as to afford the Plaintiff the protections

and process requirements provided in sec. l'25.12 of the statutes.

The Court finds and concludes that the action taken by the

Town olDell Prairie did not and does not constitute a refusal to renew the

Rll:4
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license of the Plaintiff. In issuing the licenses in question, the Board is

directed under the provisions of sec. 125.26(3) and sec. 125.51(3)(d) of

the stafutes to particularly describe the premises for which it is issued.

And the Court finds and concludes that that is what was done by the Town

Board in this case.

The Court could not find a case specifically on point. I

outlined at the beginning of my decision today that what the Board did

was to change the description of the licensed premises from all eight acres

of the resort to the main bar and entertainment building in issuing the

license. The question then of whether or not this action on the part of the

Board constitutes a refusal to renew the license is in the view of the Court

controlling in this case. I have concluded that by being more specific as to

the licensed premises that the Board kept within its jurisdiction, that it

acted accord.ing to law, that its action was not arbitrary, oppressive or

unreasonable, and that it did not represent its wilt rather than its judgment.

And, finally, I conclude that the evidence, limited as it was, suggested that

the Board might reasonably make the order or deterrnination in question.

Accordingly, the Plaintiff s request fur an order

determining the action of the Board to be contrary to law is dismissed.

The decision of the Court as is rendered here today is final for purposes of

appeal, and counsel for the Defendant is directed to prepare final judgment

consistent with this ruling. Do you have any question, Ms. Tibbetts-

Wakefield?

MS. TIBBETTS-WAKEFIEI-D: I dotxrot. Thank you.

THE COURT: Mr. Hazelbal<er?

5
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I, Karen E. Murray, hereby certify that I am the official court reporter for
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STATE OF WISCONSIN CIRCUIT COURT
BRANCH I

ADAMS COIJNTY

ì

WISCONSIN DOLLS,LLC
4179 State Road 13

Wisconsin Dells, WI 53965

Plaintiff,

V

TOWN OF DELL PRAIzuE
c/o Joni Gehrke, Clerk
736 Coanty Road C
V/isconsin Dells, WI 53965

and

TOWN OF DELL PRAIzuE TOWN BOARD
c/o Joni Gehrke, Clerk
736 County Road C
Wisconsin Dells, WI 53965

.AUTHENTICATED"

C as S,ë.e l.Io.i_19_CVéL
Case Code: 30955

RECEIVED 41.¡D FILED

CLER!( OF CIiìCUIT COURT

NÛV O Z ZOß

ADAMS COUNTY
FRI ËN DeHlP, Vr/i 53S-r4

-)
ORDER AND JUDGMENT

The above-captioned matter came before the Court on Ootober 19, 2010 with the

appearances being: Plaintiff Wisconsin Dolls, LLC by Murphy Desmond S.C., by Margery

Tibbetts-Wakefield, and Defendants Town of Dell Prairie Town Board, by Hazelbaker &.

Associates, S.C. by MarkB. Hazelbaker.

The Coui-i reviewed the brieß fited by the parties and considered the arguments therein in

light of the Record submitted to the Court. The Court then rendered an oral ruling which is

incorporated into this Judgment by reference. On the basis of that oral ruling, the Court hereby

Orders that the Plaintiff s cornplaint be dismissed, with prejudice.

Judgment is, therefore, granted to Defendants dismissing the Plaintiff s Complaint, on its

merits, and with prejudice.
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THIS ORDER DISPOSES OF THE ENTIRE NßTTER IN LITTGATION A}{D IS TFTE

FINAL ruDGMENT TN THIS CASE FOR THE PURPOSES OF APPEAL, PURSUANT TO

sEC.808.03 (1), WIS. STATS.

Dated r^"ân*r.rM

ARLES A. POLLEX
Charles A. Pollex
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website.

TIIE CIIAIRh4AN: OkaY. The corect

address of- her add¡ess is -- is --

T'NIDENTIFIED FEMALE SPEAI(ER: ThAt

is the physical address, and then theyhave a

PO box for the Janesville address for

business purposes.

TIIB CIIAIRI\{AN: Okay.

UNIDENTIFIED FEIVIALE SPEAKER: A¡d

Attomey'lVemer sent her - we could do -
you know, Ieave fhat a¡d -

TIIE CIIAIRMAN: OkaY. Because --

well, what - on thei¡ tax listing, they have

the post office box number that we have.

Okay. Is she the only mernber of that

LLC2
{JNIDENIIFIED FEMALE SPEAKER: I

believe so.

TIIECI{AIRMAN: Onthe
(inaudible) -- is he the only member on it

too?
UNIDENTIFIED F:EIVÍALE SPEAI(ER. YCP.

And (inaudible).

THE CIIAIRI\4AN: OkaY. What theY -
if there a¡e other members, they should have

Page L7

been listed.

TINIDENTIFIED FEMALE SPEAI(ER: YCAh.

TTIE CHAIRMAN: Is -
UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAI(ER: ThiS iS

the list ofthe corrected or (inaudible).

THE CHAIRN4AN: Did theY send You

another one back?

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE S PEAI(ER:

tlh-huh.
TIIE CIIAIRMAN: WhY don't I lead

this question right here. Does the applicant

understand that they must purch¿se alcohol

beverages only from the Wisconsin

wholesalers? Theycorrected ituo - or

checked it no, that they don't. [f they

don't purchase it ÍÌom the wholesalers, I
guess the State can come in there and c¡eate

problems.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: WhO iS

that there?

TIIE CHAIRMAN: That is - You wrote

a C down therg and You Put a 3 --

LINIDENTIFiED I\4ALE SPEAKEF! No'

Whose application?

THE CHAIRMAN: That is --

Page 18
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UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE SPEAKER ThE

Dolls.

TffiCHAIRMAN: - theDolls' TheY

have been (inaudible) our So where are they

btyiog their alcohol? From the local grocery

store? f would like to -- that is --

Attorney Wood dídn't bring that up, did he?

UNIDENTIFIED I.EMALE SPEAI(ER: NO.

TIIE CIIAIRMAN: OkaY. You read the

article that Attomey'Wood - and I also

talked to the town's association and Attomey

Carol, and there are -- ou¡ situation in her'e

was the -- that allbuildings and traffrc

comprising of the approximately 80 acres and

what.- she said that ifyou have all that

proporty operl that any - aûyone under 21

through thete -- you don't store. You dorlt

serve alcohol on all eight acres and all of

the units over there. If they need to store

str¡ffin an additional building, that should

be specified as part ofthe application; but

other-wisg the barbuilding is the main

building.
Now, when that origiiral liquor

license was gotten by Hatbach, who had that

Page 19
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motel for years -- and he's the one that sold

it to the prior owners that - they had

before this and he had the bar'

He started out with a beer bar

because he was sewing rneals and everything

in the rnain part of the hotel complex' And

so when Halbach got this and they put it into

tlre Dolls, apparcrúly they : they put all

buildings in and all eight acres on the

application. Well, the application was never

rirã*tt to the board ulembers, and there was

never
part.
and I
look like.

It's not that we weren't -- we are

rot takirg the license away f,rom that portion

of the - the building. It's -- the fact is

that all eigþt acres - it doesnlt rnake

sense. OkaY.

Now, at the beginning of the Year

when they filed for the adult enterfainment

be allowed to have a

, the PurPose of a

18-Year-olds to
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2l-year-olds to come in; but they can't drink
alcohol. Now, if you have got a license
running on the whole premises, there's
(inaudible) that creates a - a legaL

problem.

T]NIDENTIFIED MALB SPEAKER
(Inaudible) have thejuice bar ifthey are

going to serve alcohol on all eight acres.

Anybody under 2l cadtbe there without a

parent -
TTIECIIAIRMAN: Right. Ifthey-
UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: - oT

on that property.

THE CIIAIRÀ4Añ Right. So ar¡rl'rvay,

that is why- as fa¡ as the main building
and - if they need storage in one of the
other buildings of - I don't have a problem
with that atall. We achrallyapproved it
subject to - but we are not - we a¡e not
approving that it covers the entire eight
acres. So that is - thatb where we sit on
that issue. And we had the letter from -
here we are really not taking away a license
for his main business right there so -

And to be serving and storing and
Page 2l
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waût to do it -- there has not been many
problems that I am aware of, of serving

minors around the rest of the propefSr over
there but -

Okay. When you got a juice bar and
you are allowing 18 -- what was said by ttre
attorney -- is that bar should be shut down

líquorwise totally if they are going to have

any teenagers in there with ajuice bar.

Okay. Thafs - their situation is - if the

police deparhnent or the revenue department

wants to go check this all out, they can do
that. Ou¡ concern is -- or my concem is
that the rnain building should be licensed and

any other building that needs to be for
storage of-- ofliquor.

And the next thing ITn concerned --
is - why doesn't he -- the applicant -- does

the applicant understand that they must
purchase alcohol beverages from - only from
Wisconsin wholesalers, and he checked it no.

Now, wh¡, doesrft he know that? So we're
going to have to -- as far as Iln concerned,

the license should -- for the main building
should be approved subject to -- he better
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having the records in all of the buildings
and on the eight acres is too big, and -

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: A¡d
first --

TI{E CHAIRMAN: -- the attorney-
LINIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: -_ the

only problem is ifs been granted ìn the past
and --

UNiDENTIFIED MAI,E SPEAKER: We
didn't get to see these in the past. The
clerk would tell us the background check was
good. This isn't --

TIIE CIIAIRMAN: The board -- the

boa¡d in the past never looked at these

applications. I was - I was the frst
one - when I became chairrnan, I said I want
to see theso applications - as to what --
what was written the¡e and what isn't. A¡d
then we started going through- And then we

had Dan Wood go through every one all the way
through here because there was too many
things that -- that just weren't proper. So

they are -
Having a liquor license is a

pnvilege, not a guarantee. And so if you
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get educated on that par! and if he wants to

adjust it -- but I'm not agreei.ng to all
eight acres. This ìs going to have to be

a -- the main building and a storage

building -- whatsoever for that -- tha! I
cao aEree with, but not the eight acres.

Okay.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAI(ER: So do

you -- I agree. Do you rvant to approve the

license just strictly for the main building
and --

THE CHAIRN4AN: Right.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: _ and

for--
THE CIIAIRMAN: Right. Are we going

tô amend that? The application has got to be

amended to speci$ the main -- the main

business building there, and we will allow

it -- an -- some additional storage

buildings, but that's it. I don't think it's

a -- they have parties out -- in a lol So

this - this is a -- if he decides to build a

monstrous complex there that -- at that

point, the whole thing would be -
UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER:
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Basically, you don't want to (inaudible).
Youjust wa¡t to restrict the license?

TIIE CIIAIRIVÍAñ Rigfit Andrhen rhe

biggest - okay. Our -- our position as

boa¡d members is for the health, ttre safefy
and welfa¡e of the people in the township.
Okay.

When youhave ao. open situation like
this - that you are gourþ to have people
from 19 to 2l or even other kids could come
on the property, th¿Cs not in their best -
the best interest ofthesepeople - to be in
an establishment such as that -- in the
liquor -- a¡rd the liquor being avulable -
to get served alcohol and.that -- now, thaf's
my -- my concem right there. We -- we have
got to look out for thatpart. I mean, ifs
just - this is too vague, too open and --

An{ agairl when you -- I - I don't
have a problern with the main - the main -
the rnain lodge and a storage building at this
point.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: The
only thing is -- whafs -- when you do this,
you know, (inaudibþ we'¡e restricting thern

Page25

I{ow -- how -- how are we going to enforce it?
1'HE CI{AIRMAN: That's rhe police

deparhnent's responsibility. If they are -
if the¡, are serving alcohol and storing it --
thaf's why the loss - the very -- the -- to
have it on --

They want the description of the
prernises, and this is too vague. The
prernises where it's at, where you keep the
alcohol, where you serve the alcohol and
where you keep your records -- that's right
on this whole application. Prernises
description, describe the building or
buildings where alcohol beverages are to be
sold and stored. And the applicant rnust
include all roorns including líving quarters
ifused for sales, service and storage; and
they don't - they don't do it. So, I
mean--

TINIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER I
just (inaudible). I have to ask. Now, when
we make all these different regulations and
we have no way,I mean, as far as

(inaudible). The sheriff says he -- he ain't
going to mess around enforcing our
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regulations.

THE CHAIRMAN: Well, this is not

our regulations. This regulation - this is

a regulation coming right from the State and

the Departrnent of Revenue.

UNIDENTIFIED lvlALE SPEAKER: We have

had this, and the State is going to back it
uP?

TIIE CIIAIRI4AN: The State will -
TINIDENTIFIED IVTALE SPEAKER:

Absolutely.

THE CHAIRMAN: Oh, yeah. So it's
not stopping the business. It'sjust - if
they want to expand fhe building - build a

ten times bigger building, well, then that

bìgger building would be included in all -
the whole license. Okay.

Next on the list here.

UNIDENTIFIED EEI\4ALE SPEAKER WTat

is the motion for this - the stated motion
is?

TIIE CIIAIRÀ4AN: W'ell, the motion
would be to issue the license reshicting it
to the main building and an additional

building for storage pu¡poses.

Page27
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IINIDENTIFIED lr4ALE SPEAI(ER: Ill
second it.

TFIE CIIAIRI\4AN: We want a roll call

vote on that.

LINIDENTIFIED FEI\4ALE SPEAKER:
(Inaudible) want to vote on that?

TIIE CI{AIRMAñ ftn (inaudible)

voting-
LTNIDENTIFIED FEMALE SPEAI(ER: Dan?

TINIDENTIF'IED [4ALE SPEAKER: Yes.

LINiDENTIETED FEÀ44[.E SPEAIGR:
(Inaudible)?

LIIIIDENTIFiED MALE SPEAKER: Yes.

THE CIIAIRMAN: So do you seeary
problems with that?

UNIDENTTFIED I\4ALE SPEAKER: Not
yet.

THE CIIAIRI\4AN: You can't think of
anything?

LINIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKEF|,: I'm not
tire agent so --

TTIE CI{AIRI\4AN: Okay. Anywa¡ you

see the purpose of what I have. And he has

made a comment that if he wanted to enlarge

the whole thing - that's why he wanted it

Page28
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New Business:

1- Tammy Thomas: Ms- Thouras did not attend the meeting, as she is having trouble getting the
forms filled out at the county level

2- Alcohol License Applications: Chairman Schulz staûed. that Attorney Dan Wood was invited to
this meeting to review all of the alcohol.license applications. Chairman Schùlz informed the
board that previous town boards had not receivedcopies of license applications from the cle¡ks
and more úan likely the applications were filed with va¡ious erro.s. 

-Ãffomey 
Wood stated rhat

out of eightapplications the boa¡d has received, only one application was completely and
accurately fiIled ou( which Stuffs Restaurant was. The board was presented with a summary
Êom Attorney Wood regarding the issues with the renewal license applications ¡nd the
following action was taken:

A. wisconsin Dolls, LLC: The add¡ess for wisconsin Dolls, LLC on the application is
diffe¡ent than the address listed on the Wisconsin Deparfment of Financiàl Institutions
website. This will need to be amended and also the description of the premises is very
vague and needs to be more specifc to meet the requirements of Chapter 125 in regards
to covering 8 acres.

B Tourdot winery, LLC: The renewal of this lice¡se is missing the name and address of
füe agent. The clerlc, Joni Gebrke, informed the board that prior to tfre start ofthe
meeting, James Tourdot filled in the missing information and has paid the ¡¿maini¡g
balance owed for the licenses.

C- Chula Vista Golt Inc- fi.lled out an original application for a Class B Beer Lice¡se for the
premises that a volleyball tou¡nament witt take place, which is on 9û f ."ne- This
application was amended by Mike Kaminski to list the coûect name of Chula Vista Golf,
Inc. on the application.

A motion was made by Supervisor Mitchell and seconded by Supervisor Sta¡ford to approve the
Iicenses for Shrffs Restauran! Tourdot Winery, and Chula Vista Golf, Inc. A roll call vote was
made with all three boa¡d members voting yes.

D- Hotiday Shores Campground and Resor! Frnecrest Pa¡ 3 Golf Cou¡se, and B&H Trout
Farm & Bait Shop aII were missing the questiou in Section C, line 3.

SupervisorMitchell r'nade a motion to approve these tl¡¡ee licenses subject to the clerk getting the
amendments made on these applications aad Superrrisor Sta¡ford seconded fhe motion. A roll call
vote was made and all th¡ee boa¡d members voted yes.

Fu¡. Fin and Feather: TheLLC information was not listed on the application aud this wiII
need to be amended.

Lake of the Dells, LLC was missing ft¡e narne and address of the agent. The
identification of the premises was also vague aad requires more specific information in
regards to fhe premises and builrling involved- Supervisor Stadord questioned if Lake of
the Dells, LLC is in compliance with the town ordina¡rce in regards to being open to the
public for 90 days. Attorney wood sugges ted Eett:n,l an affidavit of comfliance from
the owners.

A motion was made by Super-visor Stanford to postpone the decisio¡ on Fur, Fin aud Feather,
LLC,Lake of the Dells, LLC and Wisconsin Dolls, LLC until all amendments to the applications
get these issues resolved before the next meetíng- Attorney Wood suggested a provisional license
be issued to Chula Vista Golf, Inc. which would be effective for 60 days and thãt the Class "8"
license be issued before then- Supervisor Mitchell made amotion to approve the provisional Class

R5:32
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AÆ{IE T- ÆSM EECENSE

WI{ERE,AS, the Town Boa¡{ ofthe Tov¿n of Dell Praine, Adams Courty, Wisconsin,
has, upon application ðss|y made, grarúed and authorizedfhe issuance of an Adult-
Oriented Establishment License to t

as deftnedby and pu-rsuant to Town of Deli Prairie Ordinance No. 4-2A44.

,AND WËIÐREAS' the said applicant has paid the Tov¡n of Ðeli Prai¡íe Treasu¡er íhe
sum of $ rt ,t-, .f-r -

for su-clr Adu-lt-Or-jented Estabiishment License as required by Tovm G-dinance,
LICENSE IS I{ER.EtsY ISSUED to said
Establishment ai the following described

applicartto operate an Adult-Orienied

.H

FOP" TT+E PERIûD from

(Tow-n Sea,l)

Given this da'Ée {
Town of Dell Praine
Adamdèounfi, ;Vy'isconsin .

'þ*t \- i-,- .i.---,t-+_ -

¡ Tov¡n CIctk
I

(. to

(

A-App.028
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RENEWAL ALCOHOL BEVERAGE LICENSE APPLICAT¡ON

:*kft:::'"å,:ïl'di,H,!=,ä:î,='=Ïio'"n'r-'13*#o''
El Town of

TO THE GOVERNING BODY Of thE: I ViIIAgC Of' D c¡tYor )
D Pra

County of Adams Aldermanic DisL No'

cHEcK oNE I lndividual q. tjt*:Il'o
- Coçot"tion/Nonprofit Organization

compteteA or B' All must complete C-

A 
'"""'Ëi',J¡:*'"Ë,"Ë:3; F¡rst and Middre Name)

(if required bY ordínance)

El Limited LiabìlítY ComPanY

Post Ofñce & ZiP Code
Home Address

RËQUESTED
FEË

TYPE

Class Abeer

Class B beer

'l/Vholesale beer

Class Gwine

i- .ß?
$

ClassA

Reserve Cfass B

TOTAL FEE

in Do LLC

B. premises)

and Agent of Limited L¡abifity companF

37 S-

Post Office &
orfordville'

tiÍt""Í3st

Mce President/Member
Secretary/Member

Anyl

TO BE GOMPLETED "*"":'üï
õlle license ìsge'

(" l:, Wisænsin

F¿ <.Á'tÂT-115 (R 3-oe)

BY CLERK

A-App.029

ofRevenú'
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ding {E-

GrueyynL ALCOHOL BEVERAGE LÍCENSE APPLIcATIoN

Submit to munícipal clerk Readlnstructlons on Reverse Side'

For the license Period beginning July I, 2008 {L _; en

TOTHE GOVERNING BODY of ttre

CountY of Adams

ft Coçoration/Nonprofit Organization
CHECK oNE: I-.ll lndivídual EPartnership

pql umited uabilitY comPanY

Compledã A or B' AII must col4plete G:

A. lndividual or.PartnershiP: .

Fulf Name(si (Last. flrst aod Mtddle NamB)

FEE

$

$

$

Homs Âdd¡ess

of Limited LlabilitY ComPanY:

Post offics & Z¡F code

Post otflce & ZP tode

Þ

8.

Vice
SecretarY/Member

LICENSE REOUESTED

TYPÉ
A

Wholesale beer

Ow¡ne

Class A

Class B

Reserve Oass B

Publícation fee

Treasurer/Memb

Rqent Þ James

Business Phone Numbe¡'
( 608) 254-8708

C. 1. Tnde Name Post OfticP & ZP CodeÞ Tfiscònsin De1ls-lIB
2- Address of PiemlsesÞ L79 'Sxaxe Rd. 13

DYes B3. ts agent of cbrporation/limited liability c0mpany subject.to ccimpletion of the responsible bever¿ge server training course for

4- Prernises description: Descrlbe building or buildings where alcohoj beverages-are to. be sold and siored. The applicant must include all rooms inclu'this license Period? .

beverages maY be sold and stored onlY on

living quarters, if for the serv¡ce, storage of alcohof and records. (Alcohol
a e

premises described.)
b

5. Legal DescriPtion (omit if street address ls given above)
individual, Partner, corPorate officer. director. member/managt

6. a- Since fìling of the last applicaiion. has the corporation. or limited fiability company or any

limited llabilitY comPanY or agent been convicted of anY felonY or misdemeanor (other than t¡affio unrelated to alcohol beverages) foi violatisn of anY fet

law, any Wisconsin laws, any laws of any other states or ordinances of any inunícipality? lf yes' compfete reverse side- ' lYes ffi

and/gr
and

b. Are there any criminal charges (otherthan traffic unrelated to alcohol beverages) PresentlY pending against such Persons

üon? lf yes, exPlain fullY on revers€ s!dq- . - . - .

7. Except for questions 6a and 6b, have there been any changes in the answers to the questions as submitted bY You on Your last

since orevious alPlic¿

... XYes ffi

fl Yes E
application for this license?. . .

lf yes, exPlaln-

8. Was the Profit or loss from the sale of alcohol beverages for the previous year reported on the Wisconsin lncome or Franchise

........ @ yes f
Tax return ofthe lícensee? .

lf not, explain.
Permit must be aPPlied for and issued ln the same name as that shown

a Wisconsln Seller's9- Does the aPPlicant

under Section A or

10. Does the aPPlicant

understand

B above? .

ffives f
IYesffi

best of the knol

READ

of the

ttris

irly exp tres

PLFTEO BY CLERrc

understrnd a Speciaf Occupational Tax must be pald to the Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms

has been truthftlUY answered to tl¡e
not be

ol LIabilitY

TO 8E

number

(Oflær

A--A,pp.030

CompanYl
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RENEWêLALcoHoLBEVERAGELICENSEAPPLICATIoN

Subinn b municiPalcterk' Read

For the license Period beginning

TO THE GOVERNING BODYof the

CountY of

CHECK oNE:'r' Individual E
Limited LiabilitY

Gompletè A

A lndividualor
Full

qr El. AII must cor4Plete C:

B.

Secretrry/Member

Agent Þ

lnstructions on Reverse Y-+ ç/òg

of
þf

Aldermanic DisL No. (if requked by ordinance)

Partnership Í-lCorporation/NonprofitOrganization

LICENSE
FEE

$

$

$

E

E

¿

CompanY

ParinershíP:
Nameisi 1t-ast. Flrst and llfddto llame) Homs Áddrsss

of Limited LiabititY ComPanY:

Fosl offíco & ZIP Cqde

Post & Zip Dode

VÍce

c. 1. Post Office & ZP

2.
ItabilÍty comPanY subfect -to cclmPletlon offhe responsibfe beverage serverfta¡nlng course for

I lYes Ly
ó-

4. Premises descriPtion: Descrlbe building or buildings where alcohoj beverages-are to- be sold and siored. The aPPlicant must include all rooms incfu'
this license Period? .

stored only
of atcohol records. es be sold

living quarters , if used, for

premises described.)
ol{ìcer, directo r, member/managt5. Legal DescriPtion (omit lf street addrcss ls given above)

individual, Partner. corPorate
violation of anY fer

!v.s ffi6- a- Sincefiling of the last application; has the corPoration. or limited fiability company or any
traff¡c unrelated to alcohol beverages) foi

lirnited liabilitY comPanY or agent beeo convicted of anY felonY or misdemeanor (otl¡er than
complete revetse side'

taw, anY Wisconsin [aws. anY laws of anY other states or ordinances of anY municiPalitY? lf Yes'

Business Phone Number
code Þ

Are there any crimlnal charges (other than traffic unrelated to alcohol beverages) PresentlY pending against such Persons since P revious appl¡c¿

E ves,K
tion? lf Yes, exPlain fullY on reverse sid-e. -

have there been n:Y,es Æ
application for thls ficense? - . . '
lf yes, exPlaln.

beverages for the Previous Year reported on the Wisconstn lncome or Franchise
l-E-Yes fB- Was the Profit or loss from the sale of alcohol

Tax retum ofthe licensee? . " '

lf not, exPlain.
Permit must be aPPlied for and issued in the same ßame as that shown

b.

9. Does the aPplicant understand aWisconsin Selleds

under Section A or B above? -

10. Does the aPPlÎcant understand a Special Occupational Tax must be

before beginning business?--- -

REÁI' CAREFULLY BÈFoRE slGN¡ltG: Under PenaltY

of 1l¡esigners Signers agree to
c'o_Iporate

eactt

7. Except for questions 6a and 0b.

( I ndividual aPplic¿nts
SusscRlsro eNo

and
SWORN TO

this day of

.My commisslon exPires

states that each of the above questions has been truthfullY

and
by

ans'werEd to the

ffives f

P(t Yes L
best of the kno\

will not be aqioned to at

of Limlled tiabtftYcÆmP;

A"Y)

;>r:o7
R5:49 -(

df

TYPE

Class A beer

B beer

Wholesale beer

C wine

Class B

Reservs Class B

tee

-)-ct<¡ Iif,-
Dale-with

Ð-(.c= -L
TO 8E GOMPLETED BY

A-App.031
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B.

RENËWAL ALCOH OL BEVERAGE LICENSE APPLICATION

Submìt to municiPal clerk. Read ínstructio ns on reverse side'

t
.JJJÊI

)

Home Address

)
premises) )
and Agent of Limited CompanY:

Home Address

doc,/

Bus¡ness Phone Number

Post Offce & ZiP Code )

For the ficense Period
EA own of

TO THE GOVERNÍNG BODY of the: Mllage of

! CitY of

CountY of ¿"27'l ) N¿ur-^nic DisL No. - 
(if requÎred bY ordinance)

ffi-i*n"o Li ab i li tv co m pa nY

/\cHEcK oNE n lndividual D Partnershlp

! Corporation/Nonprofit Organization

Complete A or E' All must complete G'

A. lndividual or PartrershiP:"'"" 
Ëull ru.*lt) (¡sl First and Middle Name)

Post

0ffice Zip Code,

PresidenUMembe¡

Vice President/Member

Seøetary/Membø

Agent

C. 1. Trade Name )

My conrnission exPires

TO BE COMPLETED

(Oílær ol

ol

Wisætr6ln Departmont ol

R5:50

REQUESTEDLICENSE
FEE

Class A
TYPE

beerClass
$t/Vholesale beer

Glass C wine

TOTAL FÉE

ê=co bi3æÕj?

AT-f1s (R.8-03)

BYCLERK

(Addltlonal

A-App.032
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REB¡ EwAt ALcoFlo L EEVËRAGE L[ËËNËE AFFI"ICATION

b muniotPal derk' Ro¿d tn*tn¡ctlons on raver¡Êo Úldo.

t

þ'l

;na é
Submtt

Forxtogarca crerlcd
of

fO THÉ GOVERNING BODY ofthe: !
D CIV of-

MHsÉô of

ìn"""t)
NO. 

.--- trf ¡çqdred ¡V od

Wt€,'"¿ usb¡lity com PanY

Ï

ønwa fu-AlYÏlc-DrÊt;;-;* "[#fåil*".0ft'ff#h
Oo!ãF¡@tø A or E' A¡l ffistt eomptç{c G'

FEÊ
TYFE

btûf

clæe B

t

'*'H mffi:Ërd *,d s¡d#* Hshd
Hffi¡. Add.e¡¡

A"

titb#Y CoffFdrD'

& fu¡f n¡ut* U
fWùesr d
ÁS Officer(sl *6¡6td útd Høttesrf*{arugøsw 6d

7w
Pteå¡ffiñTäTTSf
Sca fre5*krdt'{ãròer

ÃgtgËffi TOffi@HÉ ,zþé;
ftús

dåy of

rycmüÊesh{t

TO

UsûffifConçdnY ff rüftredfrom e€{sed
LH€d Uabiflry CønPanY:

Hør Aédr:ã¿
S0{rCffiqús Ef "9¡srt

t-s¡{w

R5:51
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O5-)A+
ùvh

Af-l n. 04¿)
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CLASS B RETAIL LICENSE' NO,:07

CoMBINATION FORM For Tho saie of $300'00

ERNTENTEDMALTBEVERAGEandINTOXICATNGLIQUORS

xioating Liquor License to said

Stats of 
'Wisconsin and local

quot Lioense as Provided bY

¿ng HBn¡eY ISSUED to

the foilowing descibed Premises:

'WíscousinDolls, LLC

4179 State Road 13, TVisconsin Dells' WI 53965- - 
(lVfuio BarlEntertainmentBuilding)

!+
ra

.i
a
¿

FORTIIEPBRIODfromJulyl'2009toJune30'2010 Given under my hand a¡d the corporate seai of the TOWN of

Oruf PRAIRiE, County of Adams, State of 
'Wisconsin'

This 3 of June, 2009.

Dell Prairie own

Thls Lïcense m'st be FMMED a'd poSTED in a couspicuo.s place in ihe rooul or place where Fern:sntcd Malt Bevorages and Intoxicnting Lìquots are sold oi served'



CLASS B RETAIL LICENSE
COMBINATION FORM for the sale of

FERMENTED MALT BEVERAGES and INTOXiCATING LIQUORS

WHEREAS, the local government body of the TOWN of DELL PRAIRIE, County of Adams, WÍsconsin, has, upon application duly

made, granted and authorizedthe issuance of a Retaii Class "8" License to Wisconsin Dolls, Ltr C, Rebecca Haibach,
agenf to sell Fermented Malt Beverages as defined by and pursuantto Section I25,26(l) of the Statuùes of the State of

Wisconsin, and Local Ordinances and the said applicant has paid the treasurer the sum of $ ZS.OO for such
Class "8" Retailer's Fermented Malt Beverage License as required by local ordinances, ANÐ WF{EREAS, the Iocal governing
body has granted and authorized the issuance of a Class "8" Intoxicating Liquor License to said applicant to sell intoxicating
liquor as defined in and pursuantto Section L25.51[3) of the Statutes of the State of Wisconsin and local ordinances and the
saidappliçanthaspaidtothetreasurerthesumof $225,00 forsuch''ClassB"IntoxicatingLiquorLicenseasprovÍdedby
local ordinances and has complied wÍth all the requirements necessary for obtaining such licenses, LICENSES ARE HEREBY
ISSUED to said applicant to sell, deal and traffic in, at retail, Fermented Malt Beverages and Intoxicating Liquors at the
followingdescribedpremises: Wisconsin Dolls, f,LC

+t79 State Rd 13 Wis Delis, WI 59965

FOR THE PERIOD from July L, 2008, to June 30, 2009,

Given under my hand and the corporate seal of the

TOWN of DELL PRAIRIE, County of Adams, State of Wisconsin,

rhis ,/zir¡lid"y of .-,1 t,ir?(-- 2008.
' --"'..r1 . ) /'t "'l ,'l

. .. ., f, . ri¿, fr. 1,i !- t - ri : J.i, .,, ., .,. ÊÞ. :,,t+!;:, #, .,' : Í: lt,i :' i: i:(k,r .,,, .I
Deputy Clerk

¡f¡
(r)

I

s
Y1

This License must be FRAMED and POSTED in a conspÌcuous place in the room where Fermented Malt Beverages and lntoxicating Liquors are sold or served



CT.ASS B RETATL ucENSE- (7-1-82 OF REVENUE' TAxBIJREtU) SCHNEIDER PRINTNG, rNC-. JOHNSOT'I

DEPT. Ð(cISE

NO.

cREES,VJI 5303

ABT.3

CS-ASS ts RET"AEE- H-ECENSE
COMtsÍNATION
FORM

FOR THE PERIOD from

3GrJ. rJt
for the sale of

INT RS

of.

s

F'ERMENTED MALT tsEVERAGES ar¡d

WFIEREAS, the local governing bodY of the (CitY -M - Villase)

Countyot..":ifl'+t¡F
upon-aBq!icatiort
9.¡..:li:...Ys

dulv made,
sad6 H¿i

orantecl and authorized the issuance of

i'Ënäei;,, i=g.eqp. . to sell

of 
'the 

State of lVisconsin' aad
a Retail Class "8" License to

Fermented Malt Beverages as defined bY and Pursuant to Section 725'26 of the Statutes
75"oû

Local Ordinance s and th¿ said aPPlicant has paid the treasurer the sum of $

íor such Class "B" Retailer's Fermenteci Malt Beverage Lícense as required bY local r-¡¡dinances'

AND WFãEREAS. the local governing bodY has granted and authorized the issuance of a "Class B" Intoxicating Liquor

Lícense to saiC aPPìicant to sell intoxicating liquor as ðeÍined in and Pursuani to Section 12s.5i(3) oi the Stattres of the

the sum of $
225"tÚ ..for

necessàrY for obtaining such licenses . LICENSES ARE

and the said aPPlicant has

HEREBY ISSUED

paid to the treasuret

ordinanc¿s and has

to said aPPlicant
complied with

to sell- deal and traffic in, atState of Wisconsin and local ordinances all the requirements

such "Class B" Intoxicating Liquor Lic¿nse as provided by local

retail, Fermented Malt Beverages and Intoxicating Liquo rs at the iollow ing described Premises

i:j iscons {:r D,al-Ïs Reso:¡'È
o Ê41].s iríE

ilr/ s-!."tq älglver"' 19' ii:-'*'q

r\.1ï s acree. gi. F4ç. :eFg-L:ç' '

,5uLY 1, ÊGO6 .,to--."'t Ynu,

Given under mY hand

(Citv -Jçw¡l - tJillage) of
ítt} añ-F=s

CountY of" "

where Fermented Malt Eeveragcs

.'-ug:Ë 3* u 2sÛT

and ihe corPorate s

.ü-pl-.]. . ?g.e!çie
State of

eal of the

Wisconsin,
2';jt&

Clerk
(CorPoraie Seal)

and tntoxiGiing !-iquors are sold or servcd

This Licen5e must be FRAMED and POSTED in a corePicuous Place in the room

R5:55

A-App.036
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CoMtsnNATIoN CË-ASS B RETAåE- ä-ãCÐNSE T{c¡. .í.T0.€

FORM for tÉ¡e sale of $ . 9?qt9't'
F'ERMENTED MALT EEVERAGES and INTÛXICATING ilQIJORS

**EREAS, rhe locat governing body of the (City -g - Village)of . .þ.9.44 i-'{eFf4q
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Municipal Licensing and Regulation of Alcohol Beverages

Premises

Premises

Premises / 1. Description:

1. Description:

a. The applicant must "particularly describe the premises" - the building(s), room(s), and/or

land area under hisiher control where alcohol beverages will be sold, served, consumed, ot
stored. $ $ 1 25.25 (3 ), 125 .26(3), t2s .28(3), rzs .5 I (2)(c) and r25.5 1 (3Xd).

b. Any questions about the extent of the described premises should be clarified with the

applicant before the license is granted.

c. The municipal ofhcial must issue the license with a premises description identical to that

shown on the application and approved by the governing body.

Premises /2. Changing the description:

2. Changing the description:

a. If the request is made for a new license year, the applicant may add to the description on

the application any change from the previous year.

b. For any revision during the license year, the licensee must file a written request with the

municipal official to amend the premises description. It is within the discretion of the governing

body to approve or disapprove the change. Alberti v. City of Whitewater, 109 Wis.2d 592,327

N.W.2d 150 (1982). See also $ 12s.04(3Xh).

c. If the change is approved, the municipal official must amend the license and the license

must be posted on the premises.

Premises / 3. Use of street address to describe the premises:

3. Use of street address to describe the prem¡ses:

a. Use of a city or village street address is possible only if the applicant has been granted a

license to cover the entire location: i.e., the building(s) and land areaat that address.

ILeague of Wisconsin Municipal ities

A-App. 041



Municipal Licensing and Regulation of Alcohol Beverages

If the license is to cover the building or a part of the building only, then the applicant

must describe the building or portion of the building at the appropriate street address as shown on

the license application.

b. If an applicant has a town address that pinpoints the location of the premises, the same

procedure would be followed as above.

The use of a route number, a highway number (or the legal description) in itself does not
properly identiff the area under the control of the applicant where the alcohol beverages will be

sold, served, consumed, or stored.

Premises / 4. Sale, service, or consumption outside barroom:

4. Sale, serv¡ce, or consumption outside barroom:

Sale, service, or consumption of alcohol beverages outside the barroom is permissible only if the

area in question (e.g., a porch, outdoor volleyball court, terrace, "beer garden" or lawn area) is

described in the license as being part of the licensed premises.

2League of Wisconsin Municipalities

A-App. 042
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STATEMENT ON PUBLICATION 

 

The Town of Dell Prairie (“Dell Prairie”) agrees 

with Wisconsin Dolls, LLC, that this case should be 

published because it involves the application of 

section 125 Wis. Stats., to a set of facts not 

explicitly addressed in prior case law. 

 

STATEMENT ON ORAL ARGUMENT 

 Dell Prairie believes that oral argument will help 

to further develop the issues presented.  
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

PROCEDURAL POSTURE OF THE CASE 

Wisconsin Dolls, LLC (“Wisconsin Dolls”) commenced 

this certiorari action in Adams County Circuit Court by 

summons and complaint on February 17, 2010. Wisconsin 

Dolls alleged that the Town of Dell Prairie (“Dell 

Prairie” or “the Town”) infringed Wisconsin Dolls’ 

property rights and acted contrary to Wisconsin’s 

statutory non-renewal procedures when the Town issued 

Wisconsin Dolls its 2009-2010 alcohol license with a 

different premises description than that contained in 

the predecessor license. Dell Prairie filed the record 

of the proceedings before the Town and both parties 

submitted briefs. The Circuit Court rendered an oral 

ruling on October 19, 2010 upholding Dell Prairie’s 

action on Wisconsin Dolls’ 2009-2010 alcohol license.  

The Circuit Court ruled that the Town’s action was not 

a non-renewal of Wisconsin Dolls’ license under sec. 

125.12(3), Wis. Stats., and did not otherwise infringe 

upon Wisconsin Dolls’ rights. Wisconsin Dolls appealed 

to the Court of Appeals for the Fourth District. The 

parties submitted briefs.  On September 1, 2011, the 
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Court of Appeals ruled in favor of the Town, on 

different grounds from the Circuit Court. The Court of 

Appeals held that the insufficient premises 

descriptions in Wisconsin Dolls’ licenses for prior 

years rendered those licenses void. Therefore, the 

statutory procedures for non-renewal were unavailable. 

The decision was ordered published. The Supreme Court 

granted Wisconsin Dolls’ petition for review on 

December 1, 2011.  

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 Wisconsin Dolls, LLC is the corporate owner of a 

tavern located on Highway 13, north of Wisconsin Dells.  

[R5:53; Plaintiff-Appellant-Petitioner’s Appendix 

(hereinafter “A.App.”) A.App. 034]. Wisconsin Dolls 

acquired the property from its previous owner in 2004 

and first applied for an alcohol license December 31, 

2004. [R5:52; Defendants-Respondents’ Supplemental 

Appendix (hereinafter (S.App.”) S.App.001]. At that 

time, Wisconsin Dolls also obtained a license for an 

adult-oriented establishment and began operating the 

tavern as a gentlemen’s club, offering adult 

entertainment. [R5:40; S.App.002]. Dell Prairie has 
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never sought to sanction Wisconsin Dolls for providing 

adult entertainment.  Dell Prairie routinely renewed 

both Wisconsin Dolls’ alcohol license and its adult-

oriented establishment license, required by Town 

ordinance.  [R5:53-57,36; A.App.053-057,028]. 

Several years later, as part of a routine review 

of all existing alcohol licenses for retail 

establishments in Dell Prairie, a new Town Clerk 

noticed that there were problems with several licenses.  

[R5:35; S.App.004]. She noted that some, including 

Wisconsin Dolls’ license, did not include a particular 

premises description required by state law, 

specifically defining the locations where alcohol is 

sold or stored. [Id.] In the case of Wisconsin Dolls, 

the 2008-2009 license described the licensed premises 

only by its street address. [R5:54; A.App.035] The Town 

Board decided to renew the license, but revised the 

description of the licensed premises to limit the 

premises to the tavern building on Wisconsin Dolls’ 

property. [R5:34; S.App.004] The license issued for 

2009-2010 described the premises as:  

Wisconsin Dolls, LLC 

4179 State Road 13, Wisconsin Dells, WI 53965 
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(Main Bar/Entertainment Building) 

 

[R5:53; A.App.034] 

Wisconsin Dolls’ objected, claiming that it might 

wish to enlarge the area in which it serves alcoholic 

beverages at some future date. Wisconsin Dolls’ real 

estate property at the above address is approximately 

eight (8) acres in area.  The property contains several 

motel buildings. [R5:41-46; S.App.005-010]. Wisconsin 

Dolls has not contended that it serves or stores 

alcohol anywhere other than the main tavern building.  

Wisconsin Dolls’ adult-oriented establishment license 

applications represented that alcohol would be served 

in the Gentlemen’s Club.  Those applications indicated 

there would be no service in other areas of the 

property, including an 18-and-over “juice bar.”  

[R5:41-46; S.App.005-010].   

 This action challenges the Town’s decision to 

include the additional language “Main Bar/Entertainment 

Building” in the description of the licensed premises 

for Wisconsin Dolls’ 2009-2010 alcohol license. The 

official records and minutes of Dell Prairie indicate 
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the process by which Dell Prairie arrived at the 

description of the premises included in the license.  

In May 2009, Wisconsin Dolls applied for renewal 

of its alcohol beverage license for 2009-2010.  [R5:47; 

A.App.029].  The application asked for renewal of a 

license which described the premises as consisting of 

all buildings and real property, comprising eight (8) 

acres. [R5:47; A.App.029].   

 The first meeting at which alcohol licenses for 

the 2009-2010 license year were discussed was June 9, 

2009.  [R5:31-33; S.App.011-013].  The approved minutes 

state “the clerk presented an Affidavit of Proper 

Meeting Notice to the Chairman.”  [R5:31; S.App.011].  

Those meeting minutes describe the concerns identified 

to Dell Prairie.  The minutes state as follows under 

the topic “New Business:” 

“2. Alcohol License Applications: Chairman 

Schulz stated that Attorney Dan Wood was 

invited to this meeting to review all of the 

alcohol license applications.  Chairman Schulz 

informed the Board that previous town boards 

had not received copies of license 

applications from the clerks and more than 

likely the applications were filled with 

various errors.  Attorney Wood stated that out 

of eight applications that the Board had 

received, only one (1) application was 

completely and accurately filled out which 
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Stuff’s restaurant was.  The Board was 

presented with a summary from Attorney Wood 

regarding the issues with the renewal 

applications and the following action was 

taken: 

  

A.Wisconsin Dolls, LLC: “The address for 

Wisconsin Dolls, LLC on the application is 

different than the address listed on the 

Wisconsin Department of Financial Institutions 

website.  This will need to be amended and 

also the description of the premises is very 

vague and needs to be more specific to meet 

the requirements of Chapter 125 in regards to 

covering eight acres.”   

[R5:32; S.App.012]. 

 

The summary goes on to list problems with other 

licenses. The response to Attorney Woods’ report 

included in the minutes was:  

“A motion was made by Supervisor Stanford to 

postpone the decision on Fur, Fin & Feather, 

LLC, Lake of the Dells, LLC, and Wisconsin 

Dolls, LLC until all amendments of the 

applications get these issues resolved before 

the next meeting.” 

 

[R5:32; S.App.012]. 

 

The Board received a report from its clerk prior to 

the next Board meeting.  [R5:35].  In that report, 

Clerk Gehrke stated: 

Wisconsin Dolls, LLC Section B.  Per a phone 

conversation with Jim Halbach and also a phone 

conversation with his Attorney Steve Werner, 

the address listed is the home address of the 
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Halbach’s.  The business address is PO Box 

1840 Janesville, WI.  Attorney Werner stated 

to me that the address listed on the Wisconsin 

Department of Financial Institution website is 

Beloit, however, that was an error on the part 

of the accountant for Wisconsin Dolls, LLC and 

I was informed that it has been corrected and 

changed on the website.  The premises 

description has not been resolved, see 

attached copies that concern this matter.  

[R5:35, A.App.004]. 

  

 

The Dell Prairie Board convened at a special 

meeting on June 13, 2009.  The minutes of that meeting 

found in the Record, indicate that: 

“The clerk, Joni Gehrke provided the affidavit 

of the meeting notice to the Chairman and also 

stated that in addition to all of the posting 

places, the agenda was also placed on the 

Adams County Website under the Dell Prairie 

Municipality Page, and also stated that she 

called and left a message on Jim Halbach’s 

cell phone of the meeting and also called 

Chris Brandt of Lake of the Dells, and Ms. 

Brandt stated that she had out-of-town guests 

coming and could not attend the meeting.   

[R5:34, S.App.003]. 

 

As was the case with the June 9, 2009, meeting, 

lawful notice of the meeting pursuant to the Wisconsin 

Open Meetings Law was given.  No complaint has been 

raised or facts alleged by the Wisconsin Dolls 

contending otherwise.  At the June 13, 2009 meeting, 
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there were discussions about amendments needed for 

license approvals.  The minutes indicate: 

“Discussion occurred in regards to the 

premises description on the application from 

Wisconsin Dolls.  A copy of the letter 

received by Attorney Steve Werner was 

presented to the Board members as well as a 

copy of the letter Attorney Woods sent to 

Attorney Werner.  Chairman Schulz also 

mentioned that in Section C, Question 3 was 

answered no and it was thought that it could 

have been just a typo.  Chairman Schulz made a 

motion to issue the license to Wisconsin Dolls 

if the application is amended restricting the 

premises to the main bar building and storage 

area and Supervisor Mitchell seconded the 

motion.  A roll call vote was made with all 

three (3) board members voting yes.  Chairman 

Schulz will have Attorney Wood prepare a 

letter stating the decision made and have it 

sent to Attorney Werner.”    

[R5:34; S.App.003]. 

Wisconsin Dolls filed a certiorari action 

contesting the Town’s action.  Further facts will be 

referenced throughout the text of this brief. 
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ISSUES PRESENTED 

1. Did Dell Prairie violate the alcohol license 

renewal provisions of section 125.12(3), Wis. Stats., 

when the Town renewed Wisconsin Dolls’ liquor license, 

but amended the description of the licensed premises 

from the street address to specify the physical area 

actually used by Wisconsin Dolls to serve and store 

alcohol?   

Circuit Court answered no. 

Court of Appeals held that predecessor 

licenses describing the premises as the entire 

land parcel or street address were void as a 

matter of law; the renewal provisions of Wis. 

Stat. 125 were unavailable to Wisconsin Dolls 

as a result. 

2. By the same action, did Dell Prairie deprive 

Wisconsin Dolls of a property interest without due 

process of law in violation of the Constitution? 

Circuit Court answered no. 

 

Court of Appeals did not address the issue 

because it held Wisconsin Dolls’ previous 

licenses were void.   
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STANDARD OF REVIEW 

This matter is before the Supreme Court on appeal 

from the decisions of the Circuit Court and Court of 

Appeals. The Circuit Court reviewed Dell Prairie’s 

action on certiorari.  The courts’ review on certiorari 

actions is limited to: (1) whether the board kept 

within its jurisdiction; (2) whether it acted according 

to the law; (3) whether its action was arbitrary, 

oppressive, or unreasonable and represented its will 

and not its judgment; and (4) whether the evidence was 

such that it might make the order or determination in 

question.  State ex. rel. Campbell v. Delavan, 210 

Wis.2d 239, 254-255; 565 N.W.2d 209 (Ct. App. 1997). 

Certiorari review is highly deferential.  “The 

presumptions are all in favor of the rightful action of 

the board.”  Saddle Ridge Corp. v. Board of Review for 

Town of Pacific, 325 Wis.2d 29, 43, 784 N.W.2d 527, 

534 (2010).  Dell Prairie’s action is entitled to a 

common law presumption of regularity, Fortney v. School 

Dist. of West Salem,  108 Wis.2d 167, 185, 321 N.W.2d 
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225, 236 (1982).  Dell Prairie is also entitled to a 

presumption that it acted in good faith. State ex rel. 

Richey v. Neenah Police and Fire Commission, 48 Wis.2d 

575, 180 N.W.2d 743 (1970).  
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INTRODUCTION 

 Wisconsin Dolls fails to show a statutory or 

Constitutional violation in the Town’s decision to 

issue it an alcohol license which described of the 

premises as the area actually used for alcohol sales 

and storage (as required by state statute), rather than 

a description of the entire real estate property.  That 

broader description had erroneously been included in 

prior years’ licenses.  Wisconsin Dolls argues that the 

Town “eliminated portions of its license,” and 

therefore non-renewed its license without an 

opportunity to be heard under statutory procedures for 

non-renewal.  In reality, the Town renewed Wisconsin 

Dolls license to the fullest extent such license had 

been exercised by Wisconsin Dolls in previous years.      

Wisconsin Dolls believes it had a constitutionally 

protected property right in the premises description of 

its previous license, and that the Town infringed this 

property right by eliminating the perception of blanket 

approval for future expansion of alcohol service to any 

area of their property.  Wisconsin Dolls has not 

articulated a single respect in which its legally 
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protectable economic interests are undermined by the 

Town’s decision to issue a license with a narrower 

description of the premises.  

Wisconsin Dolls’ analysis fails because it 

fundamentally misapprehends the nature of an alcohol 

license.  There are statutory protections which require 

showing cause at a full evidentiary hearing before non-

renewing an alcohol licenses.  That requirement does 

not transform alcohol licenses into a property right of 

the license holder which cannot be altered by the 

issuing local government except after a full 

evidentiary hearing and showing of cause.  The 

procedures for nonrenewal do not, without more, make 

the license a form of property. Selling alcohol is a 

privilege granted by action of the government.  The 

extent to which a licensee is allowed to sell liquor is 

a police power determination of the issuing agency, not 

a property right vested in the license holder.   
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ARGUMENT 

As a matter of law, no property interests 

belonging to Wisconsin Dolls were infringed by the 

Town’s actions, therefore, no due process violations 

occurred.  The Supreme Court should affirm Dell 

Prairie’s action to revise the description of the 

licensed premises when renewing Wisconsin Dolls’ 

license for 2009-2010, by affirming the Circuit Court’s 

decision. 

I. THE TOWN WAS WITHIN ITS AUTHORITY AND DID NOT ACT 

ARBITRARILY, OPPRESSIVELY, OR UNREASONABLY IN 

ISSUING WISCONSIN DOLLS ITS 2009-2010 ALCOHOL 

LICENSE.   

A. Dell Prairie Acted Within Its Authority.  

Regulation of the sale and consumption of alcohol 

beverages has had a unique history in American law, one 

which greatly distinguishes its modern regulation from 

that of other industries.  After the “Noble Experiment” 

of Prohibition was repealed by the 21st Amendment to 

the United States Constitution, section two of that 

Amendment delegated control of alcohol to the states. 

324 Liquor Corp. v. Duffy  479 U.S. 335, 346, 107 S.Ct. 

720, 726 (1987).   
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Nineteen states responded by creating a complete 

or partial state monopoly on the sale of alcohol. See, 

http://www.nabca.org/States/States.aspx. Wisconsin is 

one of 31 other “license states” where the state grants 

private operators the privilege to sell alcohol 

beverages under terms and conditions established by the 

State.  In license states, the right to sell alcohol is 

not a common law property right.  Selling alcohol is a 

privilege which is directly created by the State 

itself.  It is a unique industry because it may be the 

only industry created out of a government monopoly. 

Wisconsin divides alcohol regulation between the 

Wisconsin Department of Revenue, which issues permits, 

and towns, cities and villages, which issue licenses.  

See, section 125.02 (13), Wis. Stats.  Wisconsin Dolls 

has a Class “B” license under Section 125.26, Wis. 

Stats. and a “Class B” license under Section 125.51 

(3), Wis. Stats.   

 Local licensing agencies have been delegated 

discretion by the statutory provisions for issuing 

licenses found in section 125.04, Wis. Stats. Local 

agencies must follow the procedures in section 125.12, 

http://www.nabca.org/States/States.aspx
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Wis. Stats., to conduct revocations or non-renewals of 

licenses.  However the State has delegated substantial 

supplemental authority to local licensing agencies.  

Section 125.10 (1), Wis. Stats., provides:  

(1) Authorization. Any municipality may enact 

regulations incorporating any part of this 

chapter and may prescribe additional 

regulations for the sale of alcohol beverages, 

not in conflict with this chapter. The 

municipality may prescribe forfeitures or 

license suspension or revocation for 

violations of any such regulations. 

Regulations providing forfeitures or license 

suspension or revocation must be adopted by 

ordinance. 

 Section 125.10, Wis. Stats., was created as part 

of the recodification of Wisconsin’s alcohol beverage 

laws, Chapter 79, Laws of 1981, following a study by 

the Wisconsin Legislative Council.  The recodification 

allows local authority to be exercised by ordinance or 

by rule.  Section 125.01(17), Wis. Stats. (defining the 

term “regulation”).  The Legislative Council notes to 

Section 125.10, Wis. Stats. explain: 

2. The authorization to prescribe 

regulations has been restated to clarify that 

the regulations may incorporate state law or 

provide additional regulations so long as the 

regulations do not conflict with state law. 

3. Specific mention of the requirement that a 

municipal regulation be "reasonable" [see s. 
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66.054(1)(i) and (12)] has been deleted in s. 

125.10(1) as unnecessary. The test used by 

courts when municipal regulations are 

challenged is one of "reasonableness" [see 

Kmiec v. Town of Spider Lake, 60 Wis. 2d 640, 

652 (1973)]  

4. Section 125.10(1) authorizes municipalities 

to prescribe municipal regulations on the sale 

of alcohol beverages. Under s. 125.01(17) 

"regulation" means "any rule or ordinance 

adopted by a city council or town or village 

board". Thus, regulations on the sale of 

alcohol beverages may be prescribed by 

ordinance or by rule. However, s. 125.10(1) 

provides that regulations providing civil 

forfeitures or license suspension or 

revocation may only be prescribed by ordinance 

[see also, ss. 66.054(15)(b) and 176.43]. This 

ensures procedural due process (notice, 

hearing, etc.) in the development of 

regulations imposing such sanctions. 

 

 The Wisconsin Supreme Court has endorsed an 

expansive view of municipal authority under Section 

125.10, Wis. Stats.  The Court discussed the 

significance of section 125.10, Wis. Stats., in 

Eichenseer v. Madison-Dane County Tavern League, Inc., 

308 Wis. 2d at 693-94, 748 N.W.2d at 158-59, a case 

dealing with a municipality’s authority to regulate 

alcohol consumption by imposing anticompetitive 

measures on liquor licenses.   
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The Eichenseer case grew out of a campaign by the 

University of Wisconsin-Madison and other agencies to 

induce Madison campus-area taverns to ban cheap drink 

specials.  The plaintiff claimed that the taverns’ 

concerted action to raise prices violated antitrust 

laws.  The Supreme Court dismissed the complaint, and 

in the course of analyzing the claims, reviewed the 

nature of the defendant taverns’ relationship to the 

City of Madison and the State.  The Supreme Court 

concluded that the Legislature had delegated 

substantial power to regulate the alcohol industry to 

the City, supplanting the use of antitrust laws as a 

means of protecting competition.  Indeed, the Court 

found that liquor laws sometimes are anticompetitive.  

The Supreme Court cited section 125.10, Wis. Stats., as 

the authority for the City of Madison’s restrictions on 

aggressive drink special pricing and stated: 

Within reason, municipalities have broad 

statutory authority to prescribe or 

orchestrate anticompetitive regulation in the 

sale and consumption of alcohol if that 

regulation serves an important public 

interest.  

Eichenseer, 308 Wis.2d 684, 721, 748 N.W.2d 

154, 172 (2008). 
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The Supreme Court’s decision squarely supports 

Dell Prairie’s actions.  Dell Prairie’s action here was 

far less dramatic in its impact than the City of 

Madison’s actions.  All Dell Prairie did was insist 

that the premises of the liquor licenses of Wisconsin 

Dolls (and another licensee) be described as the 

specific premises actually used for serving or storing 

alcohol.  The City of Madison actually took away a 

portion of the tavern’s existing sales.  

The framework for reviewing Dell Prairie’s action 

is highly deferential.  When determining whether an 

action is reasonable, courts “will not interfere with 

the exercise of police powers by a municipality unless 

it is clearly illegal and that if there is any 

reasonable basis for the enactment of an ordinance it 

must be sustained.” Kmiec v. Town of Spider Lake, 60 

Wis. 2d 640, 652, 211 N.W.2d 471, 476 (1973). 

B. Dell Prairie Did Not Act Arbitrarily, 

Oppressively, Or Unreasonably And The Record 

Supports Its Decision. 

Wisconsin Dolls was not singled out by the town’s 

renewal of its alcohol license for 2009-2010.  The 

record shows that Dell Prairie acted to amend the 
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description of Wisconsin Dolls licensed premises as 

part of a routine review of Town alcohol licenses to 

ensure compliance with state and local regulations.  

[R5:32; A.App.027].  The Town addressed many 

deficiencies in many license applications, including 

insufficient premises descriptions submitted by 

licensees other than Wisconsin Dolls. [Id.]  

The Town of Dell Prairie acted under its authority 

to adopt reasonable regulations governing licensees 

under Section 125.10, Wis. Stats.  The Town provided 

specific notice to Wisconsin Dolls of its meetings to 

review its license renewal application, in addition to 

more general public notice.  [R5:34, S.App.003].   

Within the scope of a certiorari action, unless 

Dell Prairie’s action was flatly unlawful, any reason 

the reviewing court may find is sufficient to sustain 

the action.  Here, the Town’s decision to undertake a 

routine review of alcohol licenses without focusing any 

one licensee was completely reasonable. 
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II. THE RENEWAL OF WISCONSIN DOLL’S ALCOHOL LICENSE 

WITH A REVISED PREMISES DESCRIPTION WAS NOT A NON-

RENEWAL. 

A. Dell Prairie Renewed Wisconsin Dolls’ License. 

 

Dell Prairie granted Wisconsin Dolls’ request for 

renewal of its alcohol license for 2009-2010.  The only 

change Dell Prairie made involved inserting the first 

particular description of premises which the license 

had ever had.  Despite that change, Dell Prairie’s 

action can only be characterized as a renewal under the 

statutes. 

The material statute is section 125.12, Wis. 

Stats.  That statute sets forth the process by which a 

local licensing agency may revoke, suspend or refuse to 

renew a license.  Section 125.12(3), Wis. Stats., 

provides for non-renewal of licenses.  It reads: 

(3) Refusals by local authorities to renew 

licenses. A municipality issuing licenses 

under this chapter may refuse to renew a 

license for the causes provided in 

sub.(2)(ag). Prior to the time for the renewal 

of the license, the municipal governing body 

or a duly authorized committee of a city 

council shall notify the licensee in writing 

of the municipality's intention not to renew 

the license and provide the licensee with an 

opportunity for a hearing. The notice shall 

state the reasons for the intended action. The 

http://nxt.legis.state.wi.us/nxt/gateway.dll?f=xhitlist$xhitlist_x=Advanced$xhitlist_vpc=first$xhitlist_xsl=querylink.xsl$xhitlist_sel=title;path;content-type;home-title$xhitlist_d=%7Bstats%7D$xhitlist_q=%5bfield%20folio-destination-name:%27125.12%282%29%28ag%29%27%5d$xhitlist_md=target-id=0-0-0-180431
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hearing shall be conducted as provided in 

sub.(2)(b) and judicial review shall be as 

provided in sub.(2)(d). If the hearing is held 

before a committee of a city council, the 

committee shall make a report and 

recommendation as provided under sub.(2)(b)3. 

and the city council shall follow the 

procedure specified under that subdivision in 

making its determination.   

 

 The statute creates a procedure to be followed if 

a local agency wishes to “refuse to renew a license.”  

The term “license” is defined by Section 125.02 (9), 

Wis. Stats.: “ ’License’ means an authorization to sell 

alcohol beverages issued by a municipal governing body 

under this chapter.”   

Dell Prairie renewed Wisconsin Dolls’ license 

because the Town continued to authorize Wisconsin Dolls 

to sell alcohol beverages for the period from July 1, 

2009 to June 30, 2010.  The issued license differed 

from previous licenses only in that it contained a 

particular description of the premises.  The previous 

license did not.  The particular description of the 

premises did not reduce the area in which alcohol could 

be served by comparison to where alcohol had been 

served. There is no sense, then, in which Dell 

http://nxt.legis.state.wi.us/nxt/gateway.dll?f=xhitlist$xhitlist_x=Advanced$xhitlist_vpc=first$xhitlist_xsl=querylink.xsl$xhitlist_sel=title;path;content-type;home-title$xhitlist_d=%7Bstats%7D$xhitlist_q=%5bfield%20folio-destination-name:%27125.12%282%29%28b%29%27%5d$xhitlist_md=target-id=0-0-0-180455
http://nxt.legis.state.wi.us/nxt/gateway.dll?f=xhitlist$xhitlist_x=Advanced$xhitlist_vpc=first$xhitlist_xsl=querylink.xsl$xhitlist_sel=title;path;content-type;home-title$xhitlist_d=%7Bstats%7D$xhitlist_q=%5bfield%20folio-destination-name:%27125.12%282%29%28d%29%27%5d$xhitlist_md=target-id=0-0-0-180469
http://nxt.legis.state.wi.us/nxt/gateway.dll?f=xhitlist$xhitlist_x=Advanced$xhitlist_vpc=first$xhitlist_xsl=querylink.xsl$xhitlist_sel=title;path;content-type;home-title$xhitlist_d=%7Bstats%7D$xhitlist_q=%5bfield%20folio-destination-name:%27125.12%282%29%28b%293.%27%5d$xhitlist_md=target-id=0-0-0-180461
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Prairie’s action can be characterized as a non-renewal. 

Wisconsin Dolls lost nothing in the process of renewal. 

B. The Premises Description In Wisconsin Dolls 

Previous Licenses Did Not Comply With 

Statutory Requirements. 

Providing a truly particular description was not 

only permissible, it was mandatory.  Section 125.26(3), 

Wis. Stats., states that “Class “B” licenses shall 

particularly describe the premises for which issued and 

are not transferable, except as provided in s. 125.04 

(12). A Class “B” license is subject to revocation for 

violation of any of the terms or provisions thereof. 

“Section 125.51 (3)(d) states “Class B” licenses shall 

particularly describe the premises for which issued and 

are not transferable, except as provided in s.125.04 

(12).” 

Wisconsin Dolls asserts too much in contending 

that it had a license which covered its entire 8-acre 

parcel.  A license of that extent is hardly 

“particular,” unless one envisions a 348,480 square 

foot area spanning large outdoor spaces, as well as 

multiple types of buildings as particularized.  It is 

also incompatible with the information that Wisconsin 
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Dolls supplied the Town in its applications for adult-

oriented establishment licenses.  Those license 

applications specifically represent that underage 

persons would be present on Wisconsin Dolls’ 8 acre 

parcel, although not in the gentlemen’s club comprising 

the main tavern building. [R5:41-46; S.App.005-010].
1
  

Wisconsin Dolls’ complaint appears to be that by 

including a particular premises description, Dell 

Prairie eliminated the possibility of Wisconsin Dolls 

unilaterally increasing the size or scope of its 

alcohol service.  Wisconsin Dolls would prefer not to 

be restricted by the inclusion of a particular 

description of where alcohol will be sold or stored. It 

prefers instead to have discretion to serve alcohol at 

some future date, somewhere else on its property.  But 

there is no way to reconcile Wisconsin Dolls’ assertion 

that the property’s street address is a particular 

description with the fact that some areas of the 

property cannot lawfully be licensed for alcohol 

service.  Alcohol cannot be sold or stored within an 

underage “juice bar” located on Wisconsin Dolls’ 

                                                      
1
 Underage persons are not allowed on Class B premises with few 

exceptions.  See, sec. 125.07(3), Wis. Stats. 
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property.  The statutes require a particular 

description for exactly this reason. 

The Court of Appeals correctly concluded in this 

case that listing only the street address or describing 

the real estate parcel does not satisfy the 

requirements of Section 125.26(3), Wis. Stats. 

Wisconsin Dolls flatly misstates how the Court of 

Appeals went about its statutory construction analysis 

of this requirement.  Wisconsin Dolls correctly notes 

that “premises” is a defined term in the statute.  

[Pet. Br. Pg. 9].  But Wisconsin Dolls then goes on to 

complain that “the Court of Appeals went beyond the 

explicit definition the Legislature provided to 

language found in Wis. Stats. § 125.04(3)...” and “The 

Court of Appeals failed to identify any rule of 

statutory construction that directs it to presume the 

Legislature would have defined the term “premises” in 

an inadequate manner or differently from the meaning it 

intended.”  [Pet. Br. Pages 9-10].  The Court of 

Appeals actually started by noting that the statutory 

definition of “premises” is “the area described in the 

license.”  Then the Court sought to determine the 
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meaning of the statutory requirement that the license 

“particularly describe” the premises.  The fact that 

the Court of Appeals interpreted these two additional 

words in the statute does not mean that the Court 

circumvented the Legislature’s choice to provide a 

definition for “premises.” 

Wisconsin Dolls’ contention that the Court of 

Appeals’ interpretation produces “unworkable results” 

is even less convincing.  Wisconsin Dolls tries to 

leverage a bizarre analogy that a premises description 

consisting of an entire street address is the same as a 

describing a tavern building in which alcohol is only 

served on some of the square inches within it.  It is 

this kind of absurd result, not those derived from the 

Court of Appeals’ interpretation, that this Court 

insists must be avoided.  Kolupar v. Wilde Pontiac-

Cadillac, Inc., 2007 WI 98, 303 Wis.2d 258, 735 N.W.2d 

93.    

Wisconsin Dolls further strains credulity by 

stating that the description in its predecessor 

licenses was “clearly more particular in that it 

references specific areas of the property even though 
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it does not limit licensed activities to those areas.”  

[Pet. Br. Page 11].  There is simply no way that eight 

acres is more precise than one building.  If the 

purpose of requiring a description of the licensed 

premises is to determine where certain activity is 

permitted, then not limiting licensed activity to any 

specific areas is precisely what makes that description 

less particular.          

 Finally, Wisconsin Dolls attacks the Court of 

Appeals for supposedly determining that no licensed 

premises could ever be comprised of the entire area 

within a real estate parcel or that the licensed 

premises could ever be a large outdoor area.  Of 

course, the Court of Appeals did not make such broad 

statements or bright line rules.  And the 

counterfactual scenarios posited by Wisconsin Dolls do 

not help their case.  Wisconsin Dolls’ property is not 

a golf course and it is not a downtown tavern with a 

building whose dimensions are coterminous with the 

property lines.  It is an eight-acre parcel of land 

which includes a tavern as well as large areas where 

alcohol will not or cannot be sold.  An address or 
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parcel description does not particularly describe the 

licensed premises on such a piece of real estate.  

Dell Prairie did not violate the non-renewal 

provisions of section 125, Wis. Stats. by including a 

particular premises description limited to where 

alcohol was being sold or stored.  What remains to be 

seen is whether Dell Prairie’s action somehow violated 

Wisconsin Dolls’ due process rights by modifying the 

license without holding an evidentiary hearing.  As 

will be seen, Wisconsin Dolls’ interests in serving 

alcohol within a broader area of licensed premises are 

not “property rights.”  The legislative action taken by 

the Dell Prairie was all the process due. 

 

III. DELL PRAIRIE DID NOT DEPRIVE PETITIONER OF A 

PROPERTY RIGHT NOR DENY PETITIONER DUE PROCESS. 

Beyond alleging a statutory non-renewal violation, 

Wisconsin Dolls argues that Dell Prairie’s decision to 

issue a 2009-2010 license was contrary to the 

Constitution because it denied Wisconsin Dolls a 

property right embodied in their predecessor license 

without due process.  The extent of Wisconsin Dolls’ 

right to continuation of a particular premises 
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description determines the extent of due process to be 

afforded the licensee.  The threshold question is 

whether Wisconsin Dolls had a property right in their 

2008-2009 license at all.   

A. Alcohol Licenses Are Privileges, Not Property. 

Central to Wisconsin Dolls’ argument is its 

contention that the ability to serve liquor anywhere on 

its eight–acre parcel is a property interest protected 

by a right to a full due process hearing before 

deprivation of that right.  This is an inaccurate 

interpretation of applicable law.   

 We start with the proposition that property rights 

are those which are recognized by state laws.  Bishop 

v. Wood, 426 U.S. 341, 344, 96 S.Ct. 2074, 48 L.Ed.2d 

684 (1976).  The Federal Constitution requires that 

states abide by minimum due process requirements in 

adjudicating issues related to property rights, but the 

Federal Constitution does not itself create property 

rights.  State law does.  Board of Regents of State 

Colleges v. Roth, 408 U.S. 564, 577, 92 S.Ct. 2701, 

2709 (1972). 
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 The extent of Wisconsin Dolls’ interest in its 

alcohol license is, therefore, a question of Wisconsin 

state law.  The Wisconsin Supreme Court has for decades 

held liquor licenses are not property rights: 

In this state a liquor license is a privilege 

and terming it a right is considered to be 

against public policy. Marquette Savings & 

Loan Asso. v. Twin Lakes (1968), 38 Wis.2d 

310, 315, 156 N.W.2d 425, 427; State ex rel. 

Ruffalo v. Common Council (1968), 38 Wis.2d 

518, 157 N.W.2d 568.   

Moedern v. McGinnis, 70 Wis.2d 1056, 1066-

1067, 236 N.W.2d 240, 245 (1975). 

As recently as 2008, the Wisconsin Supreme Court 

noted that alcohol licenses are not property rights.  

Eichenseer v. Madison-Dane County Tavern League, 

Inc.,  308 Wis.2d 684, 748 N.W.2d 154 (2008).  Of note 

for this case, the Supreme Court stated flatly:   

Alcohol sales licenses are issued on an annual 

basis by the municipality; they are considered 

privileges rather than vested property rights, 

See State ex rel. Ruffalo v. Common Council of 

City of Kenosha, 38 Wis.2d 518, 523, 157 

N.W.2d 568 (1968). Both “Class A” and “Class 

B” licenses may be revoked by the municipality 

if the terms of the license are not honored. 

Wis. Stat. §§ 125.25(3), 125.26(3). 

Eichenseer, 308 Wis.2d 684, 720, 748 N.W.2d 

154, 172 (2008). 
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 The Eichenseer case demonstrates that Wisconsin 

Dolls’ has no property right in its license.  The case 

cited by Wisconsin Dolls in support of that 

proposition, Manos v. City of Green Bay,  372 F.Supp. 

40, 48-49 (E.D.Wis.1974) is not binding authority.  

 The Wisconsin Supreme Court is the final arbiter 

of Wisconsin state law.  The Supreme Court’s decisions 

obviously supersede those of the Wisconsin Court of 

Appeals.  On issues of state law, the Wisconsin Supreme 

Court also supersedes erroneous interpretations of 

state law by federal courts, Olson v. Connerly, 156 

Wis.2d 488, 501, 457 N.W.2d 479, 484 (1990).  [Seventh 

Circuit decision on County’s duty to indemnify under 

Wisconsin State law was not followed by Wisconsin 

Supreme Court].   

Neither is it helpful to Wisconsin Dolls that the 

drafting note to Section 125.12, Wis. Stats., indicates 

that the statute was intended to codify the Manos case.  

The Supreme Court’s opinion in Eichenseer is the 

definitive determination under Wisconsin law as to the 

nature of liquor licenses.  They are privileges, not 

property rights, and can be modified by legislative 

http://web2.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?tf=-1&rs=WLW10.08&referencepositiontype=S&serialnum=1974105184&fn=_top&sv=Split&referenceposition=48&pbc=4B21897C&tc=-1&ordoc=1999236494&findtype=Y&db=345&vr=2.0&rp=%2ffind%2fdefault.wl&mt=112
http://web2.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?tf=-1&rs=WLW10.08&referencepositiontype=S&serialnum=1974105184&fn=_top&sv=Split&referenceposition=48&pbc=4B21897C&tc=-1&ordoc=1999236494&findtype=Y&db=345&vr=2.0&rp=%2ffind%2fdefault.wl&mt=112
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action.  Only the loss of an active licensed activity 

requires an evidentiary hearing. 

 Wisconsin state law, then, provides that liquor 

licenses are privileges not property rights.   Because 

the liquor license is not a property right, Wisconsin  

Dolls rights to pre-deprivation hearings, if any, do 

not arise from the Federal Constitution.  Wisconsin 

Dolls has only the protection provided by Wisconsin 

state law. 

 To put it another way, Wisconsin Dolls views their 

liquor license as being akin to an easement granted in 

favor of their entire eight-acre parcel.  Once granted, 

of course, an easement becomes part of the title to the 

parcel.  The government could no more decide to 

withdraw an easement from six acres of an eight–acre 

parcel than it can take any property without just 

compensation. See, AKG Real Estate, LLC v. 

Kosterman, 296 Wis.2d 1, 19-20, 717 N.W.2d 835, 844-

45 (2006).   

However when the government confers a license or 

other permission which improves the usability of a 

parcel of real estate, that grant is a matter of 
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legislative grace.  The government can later withdraw a 

portion of the license granted, the value added and the 

permission extended, without having to pay just 

compensation or without requiring the due process 

protections attendant to deprivations of property. 

Rainbow Springs Golf Co., Inc. v. Town of 

Mukwonago,  284 Wis.2d 519, 525-526, 702 N.W.2d 40, 

43 (Ct.App. 2005). 

 In the Rainbow Springs case, the plaintiff resort 

had been issued conditional use permits (CUPs) allowing 

the resort to operate several businesses on its land.  

There was a fire which destroyed much of the structures 

on the land.  When the resort failed to restore the 

structures in a timely fashion, the town and county 

decided to revoke the CUPs. The resort sued, alleging 

that revocation of the CUPs was an unconstitutional 

taking of its property.  The Court of Appeals, 

disagreed, holding that a police-power regulation such 

as a CUP was not property and could be rescinded.  

Rainbow Springs, 284 Wis. 2d at 529, 702 N.W.2d at 45. 

 The Court of Appeals also rejected the resort’s 

contention that the Town’s ordinance granting it a 
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hearing before termination gave the resort a property 

right in the CUP.  To paraphrase what the Court of 

Appeals stated, termination of property rights requires  

a due process hearing, but not all due process hearings 

involve property rights. Rainbow Springs at 528-29. 

The police power allows municipalities to increase 

the extent of regulation in a manner which diminishes 

the owners’ enjoyment of their property.  Zealy v. City 

of Waukesha, 201 Wis.2d 365, 381-382, 548 N.W.2d 528, 

534-35 (1996). [Wetland regulation which precluded any 

development or use of substantial portion of a parcel 

of land was not a taking of property]. 

 Wisconsin Dolls may have certain procedural rights 

under state statutes, but those statutory procedures do 

not create a property right.  The statutory procedures 

simply create procedural rights.  In the present case, 

this is critical.  Wisconsin law can protect licensees 

from arbitrary revocation and/or non-renewal of the 

privilege of serving alcohol.  But that does not mean 

the government has lost all discretion to adjust and to 

modify the extent to which licensees can exercise that 

privilege on a parcel of real estate.  That distinction 
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sustains the action of Dell Prairie in this instance.  

See, Kraus v. City of Waukesha Police and Fire Com'n, 

261 Wis.2d 485, 512-513, 662 N.W.2d 294, 307-08 (2003). 

[Tenured police officer serving probationary period for 

his promotion to sergeant had no property right in the 

promotion, only in his original position].  

 Because Dell Prairie’s action in this matter was 

wholly discretionary, Dell Prairie did not owe 

Wisconsin Dolls any due process beyond the 

consideration the matter received.  Wisconsin Dolls 

filed an application for renewal of its license.  The 

renewal, which was granted, took place at two public 

meetings of the Dell Prairie Town Board.  Legal notices 

of these meetings were published. 

 Wisconsin Dolls may have believed that its 

erroneous 8-acre premises description was a property 

right, but that expectation is not enough to require a 

full evidentiary hearing. 

To be protected, a person must have a 

legitimate claim of entitlement rather than 

only a unilateral expectation of some benefit. 

Amendola v. Schliewe, 732 F.2d 79, 83 (7th 

Cir.1984). We look to independent sources, 

such as state law, to determine the scope of 

property interests. Thus, “a public employee 

must have an enforceable expectation of 
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continued employment under state law to 

trigger the due process requirement of 

pretermination notice and hearing.” Id. 

 

Dixon v. City of New Richmond, 334 F.3d 691, 

694 (7th Cir. 2003). 

Here, Wisconsin Dolls has no more than an 

unreasonable unilateral expectation of continued 

renewal of a liquor license which was potentially void 

for vagueness.  That is not enough to entitle the 

tavern to a full evidentiary hearing.   
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B. Wisconsin Dolls Has Not Shown Reliance On The 

Previous Premises Description For Any Business 

Activities. 

   

Wisconsin Dolls goes to great length imagining 

hypothetical situations wherein a licensing 

municipality would cause grievous injury to the 

licensee by altering the scope of an operating business 

without providing due process to the licensee.  But 

Wisconsin Dolls has not even suggested that the change 

in the description of their licensed premises affects 

their ongoing business. 

Cases cited by Wisconsin Dolls to support its 

property right theory involve a curtailment of an 

ongoing business activities or preparations which the 

licensees undertook in reasonable reliance on their 

licenses.  In some instances, the cases do not apply at 

all.   

For instance City of Evanston v. Whirl Inn, 

Inc., 647 P.2d 1378 (Wy. 1982) does not, as 

petitioner’s contend, stand for the proposition 

that “alterations of existing licenses on renewal 

trigger the need to provide due process 

protections.”  City of Evanston is only 
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superficially similar to the case before this 

court.  In City of Evanston, Wyoming’s supreme 

court affirmed an appellate court ruling that the 

City acted arbitrarily, and therefore in violation 

of state law, when making decisions affecting 

Whirl Inn’s liquor license.  The Wyoming Supreme 

Court explicitly declined to address whether the 

owner of a liquor license has a constitutionally 

protected property interest in that license: 

Evanston's third claim of error contests 

the district court's conclusion that the 

owner of a retail liquor license has a 

constitutionally protected property 

interest in the license. We need not 

address this issue since the district 

court's decision that the city's action 

unconstitutionally denied Whirl Inn its 

property was in addition to its finding 

of an abuse of discretion. Because we 

have already found the latter conclusion 

a permissible basis for the district 

court's reversal, we need not consider 

the district court's alternate basis for 

its action. We must affirm the district 

court if its decision can be sustained on 

any theory. (Citation omitted). 

 

 City of Evanston v. Whirl Inn, Inc., 647 

P.2d 1378, 1387 (Wyo. 1982)  

In Pro Sports Bar & Grill, Inc. v. City of Country 

Club Hills, 589 F.3d 865, 872 (7th Cir. 2009), also 
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cited by Wisconsin Dolls as authority that alcohol 

licenses are property rights, it was undisputed that 

the restriction curtailed the ongoing business 

activities around which the licensee had already built 

the business.  This was precisely the type of acquired 

expectation, founded on reasonable reliance in daily 

life that the U.S. Supreme Court contemplated in its 

discussion of property interests in Board of Regents of 

State Colleges v. Roth.  By contrast, Wisconsin Dolls 

has only vague notions that it might decide to install 

a Frisbee golf course or a volleyball court at some 

point in the future, but maybe not.     

C. Dell Prairie Provided All The Notice That Was 

Due Wisconsin Dolls. 

Dell Prairie’s action did not constitute a refusal 

to renew, which would trigger the procedural 

requirements of the statute, section 125.12, Wis. 

Stats.  Dell Prairie’s action was purely legislative in 

character, and required no more notice than is required 

of all such actions by the Wisconsin Open Meetings law.   

If Wisconsin Dolls failed to read the agenda of 

Dell Prairie, that is Wisconsin Dolls’ fault.  Indeed, 
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the Record contains evidence that the Dell Prairie 

Clerk did more than required by the Open Meetings law; 

she called the agent for Wisconsin Dolls and left a 

message for him. [R5:34, first paragraph; S.App.003].  

There was correspondence to Wisconsin Dolls’ attorney.  

[Id. at point 5].  Wisconsin Dolls does not identify 

what information it would have presented at a hearing 

that would have changed the outcome.  The “due process” 

to be afforded under these circumstances is a 

legislative action, not a contested-case hearing.  Dell 

Prairie conducted such a process, using common sense 

and following state law to conclude that it was 

necessary to issue an alcohol license with a proper and 

particular description of the premises. 

IV. THE COURT OF APPEALS DID NOT NEED TO REACH THE 

ISSUE OF WHETHER WISCONSIN DOLLS’ PRIOR LICENSE 

WAS VOID. 

 

The Court of Appeals’ decision came to the right 

result, affirming the trial court.  But in doing so the 

Court of Appeals held that Wisconsin Dolls’ licenses 

prior to 2009-2010 were void.  This is a result that 

was never sought by Dell Prairie, nor required to 

resolve the case presented.   
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Dell Prairie may bear some responsibility for the 

Court of Appeals’ detour, since the undersigned counsel 

did mention that Wisconsin Dolls’ license description 

might be void.  That was not the result sought.  

Rather, Dell Prairie sought to argue that the Town’s 

action in this matter was a reasonable exercise of the 

police power to correct what appears by all accounts to 

have been an oversight. 

In this respect, it is significant that the 

Legislature did not choose to provide a statutory 

definition of the word “particularly.”  Under the 

section 990.01(1), Wis. Stats., statutory words which 

are not defined must be used according to ordinary and 

accepted meaning.  Courts resort to dictionaries when 

confronted with the need to construe an undefined term.  

In this matter, the Town Board used an even more basic 

reference—common sense. By leaving the term 

“particularly” undefined, the Legislature committed the 

determination of what is reasonably “particular” to the 

local licensing agency, subject to the abuse of 

discretion standard that a circuit court may employ in 

reviewing a local licensing action on certiorari.   
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Thus, it was Dell Prairie’s decision to conclude 

that an eight-acre description was not reasonably 

particular.  That is the kind of decision that 

classically belongs at the local level.  It simply is 

not feasible for any hard and fast rules about proper 

premises description to be inflexibly applied. Local 

officials, elected by their communities, are in the 

best position to evaluate whether a premises 

description meets the public interest in their own 

community.     

By contrast, under Dell Prairie’s construction of 

the statutes, courts everywhere would be in the 

position of evaluating the propriety of licensing 

decisions without deference to the Town Board as these 

would be questions of law.  With all due respect to the 

judiciary, judges simply lack the institutional 

capacity to make those types of choices.  The decision 

about what premises are appropriate is not one which is 

governed by legal standards, or made on the basis or 

the kind of criteria that judges can readily access. 

The decision about what is and is not a sufficient 

premises description ultimately belongs to the local 
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community.  The Legislature did place outer limits on 

the discretion of municipal authorities.  Municipal 

authorities cannot refuse to allow continued sales of 

alcohol beverages by a licensee unless they have given 

that licensee notice, charges, and an opportunity for 

hearing.  However, municipal officials modify the terms 

and conditions of liquor licenses all the time.  Those 

changes may have the effect of either increasing or 

reducing the volume of sales.  Those modifications are 

an incident of police power, not a revocation.   

In this particular action, correcting a license 

that had been issued with a description of too large 

and too vague an area was neither a non-renewal nor 

recognition that the license was void.  It was simply a 

wise, common-sense decision to allow a licensee to 

continue to sell liquor in an appropriate manner, but 

assure that the licensee did not unilaterally change 

the area within which alcohol was actually sold without 

involving the municipality. The Court of Appeals 

correctly noted that Wisconsin law recognizes that 

decisions involving the area within which alcohol may 

be served are subject to municipal discretion and prior 
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approval, Alberti v. City of Whitewater, 109 Wis.2d 

592, 327 N.W.2d 150 (Ct.App.,1982), pet. for rev. 

den’d, 109 Wis.2d 703, 329 N.W.2d 214. 

The Court of Appeals’ decision may have gone too 

far in that it invites uncertainty and difficulties.  

If, on the one hand, the term “particularly” is to be 

given a meaning which is a matter of judicial 

construction, then the question of whether certain 

licenses are void because their premises description is 

indefinite will surely be raised in future cases. The 

Legislature did not intend for the courts to be the 

licensing agencies. It delegated that authority to 

towns, cities, and villages.   

The Court of Appeals’ analysis also failed to 

acknowledge that liquor licenses are an incident of the 

police power, and therefore, readily subject to common 

sense management by the agencies assigned the exercise 

of that police power. Under the Court of Appeals’ 

formulation, if a municipality does its due diligence 

and discovers errors with a liquor license, the 

municipality would face the choice of either ignoring 

the problem or subjecting the licensee to the 
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requirement that a new license be issued. This is 

unfair to licensees, who may have substantial resources 

and assets invested in an operation. Indeed, Dell 

Prairie had no purpose or intention whatsoever of 

depriving Wisconsin Dolls of any existing investment—

backed expectation connected with its operations. 

And that, in the final analysis, is where one has 

to draw the line. If we took Wisconsin Dolls’ argument 

to its logical conclusion, then by modifying the 

licensed premises description in the license, Dell 

Prairie took property of Wisconsin Dolls without paying 

just compensation. That assertion is flatly at odds 

with decades of jurisprudence under the Fifth Amendment 

and the Wisconsin Takings Clause, Article I, Clause 13, 

Wisconsin Constitution. Regulatory approvals are 

subject to denial or revision by the conferring agency 

unless they have reached the point where it is an 

investment-backed expectation in the license.  Pace 

Res., Inc. v. Shrewsbury Twp., 808 F.2d 1023, 1033 (3d 

Cir. 1987); R.W. Docks & Slips v. Department of Natural 

Resources, 628 N.W.2d 781, 244 Wis.2d 497 (Wis. 2001).  
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In both the Pace and R.W. Docks & Ships cases, the 

plaintiffs contended that by denial of their license or 

permit, they lost a substantial portion of the value of 

the properties they had hoped to use.  There was no 

taking because the licenses or permits themselves were 

not property and because other uses were possible, 

precluding a taking claim.   

Both courts explicitly recognized the background 

public interest against which the licensing or 

permitting schemes operated. The Pace court stated: 

First, distinct, investment-backed 

expectations are reasonable only if they take 

into account the power of the state to 

regulate in the public interest. Second, even 

where distinct, investment-backed expectations 

are involved, a taking through an exercise of 

the police power occurs only when the 

regulation “has nearly the same effect as the 

complete destruction of [the property] rights” 

of the owner. 

 

Pace Res., Inc. v. Shrewsbury Twp., 808 F.2d 1023, 

1033 (3d Cir. 1987). 

There is no evidence in the record, nor could 

there be, that limiting the Wisconsin Dolls’ premises 

to the area of service they already used cost them 

anything.  The hypothetical future growth is not 

anything that Wisconsin Dolls has a legal right to 
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depend upon.  Alcohol licenses are subject to revision, 

as noted in Eichenseer. 

This Court should affirm the result reached by the 

circuit court, and part from the Court of Appeals 

insofar as the Court of Appeals went further than 

necessary by analyzing Wisconsin Dolls’ predecessor 

licenses as void.  The licenses were simply in need of 

correction by the local community within the exercise 

of the Town’s police power.  Dell Prairie submits that 

that is the only functional way that these 

relationships can be managed in a reasonable fashion. 

Common sense exercised by local elected officials 

works. 
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CONCLUSION 

The Court of Appeals should affirm the Circuit 

Court. Dell Prairie acted completely within its police 

powers in deciding to correct the premises description 

of Wisconsin Dolls’ liquor license.   

 Dated this 3rd day of February, 2012. 

     s/Mark B. Hazelbaker    

     Mark B. Hazelbaker 

     State Bar No. 1010302 

     Michael R. O’Callaghan 

     State Bar No. 1058555 

HAZELBAKER & ASSOCIATES, S.C. 

     3555 University Avenue 

     Madison, WI  53705 

     (608) 663-9770 

(608) 204-9631 – fax  
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I. ONCE ITS PREMISES WERE LICENSED, WISCONSIN DOLLS
WAS ENTITLED TO KEEP THEM LICENSED UNLESS
REVOKED OR NON-RENEWED UNDER WIS. STATS. S 125.12(2)

oR (3).

Since due process is an issue in this case, it is important to determine what

process is due to Wisconsin Dolls.

Cônspicuous by its absence is an)¡ citation to the record that Dell Prairie

complied with the requirement of Wis. Stats. ç 1,25.12(3), requiring written notice

of Dell Prairie's intent not to renew the license to nearly all of its eight acre parcel.

All Dell Prairie can show is that it gave'Wisconsin Dolls notice that its license was

up for renewal.

Thus, on this record, 
'Wisconsin Dolls submitted for renewal of its alcohol

beverage license on the same basis as previous years. What internal discussions

Dell Prairie might have had previously was unknown to'Wisconsin Dolls.

Had Dell Prairie claimed that the prior premises description did not entitle

'Wisconsin Dolls to renewal, then that is clearly a reason which Dell Prairie could

have pursued revocation or non-renewal. In essence, the Court of Appeals

determined that Wisconsin Dolls' description violated Chapter I25. Such a claim

is one for which non-renewal by statute is the exclusive remedy.

A municipality may refuse to renew a license "for the causes provided in

sub. (2xag)." Wis. Stats. $ 125.l2(3). Among the reasons identified in Wis. Stats.

5 t2s.r2(2)(ag) are:

"1. The person has violated this chapter . . .

1



4. The person does not possess the qualifications required under
this chapter to hold the license."

In essence, Dell Prairie's staff decision concerning the Wisconsin Dolls

premises description was just that. It follows that since the reasons for its action

were those specified in V/is. Stats. $$ 125.12(2)(ag)1. and4., the "Class B" license

could only be non-renewed under the process for doing so in Wis. Stats.

$ 125.l2(3). This Dell Prairie did not do.

In addition, Dell Prairie justified its positions on shrinking the license as

essentially equivalent to actions on initial issuance of an alcohol beverage license

under Wis. Stats. $ 125.12(3m) where giving reasons in writing is all that is

necessary. But, Wisconsin Dolls had been in business for four years, and should

have been treated like any other established alcohol beverage licensee.

Thus, both Dell Prairie and the Court of Appeals failed to address a key

component of this case - that Wisconsin Dolls had obtained and twice renewed a

license with a premises description that, once granted, could only be non-renewed

under Wis. Stats. $ 125.12(3), since the reasons for non-renewal were reasons

expressly identified in Wis. Stats. $ 125.l2(2)(ag).

il. THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF WISCONSIN DOLLS'ACTUAL
PRIOR OPERATION IS IRRELEVANT.

Dell Prairie argued it renewed 
.Wisconsin Dolls' license with a premises

description consistent with then-actual operations and, therefore, no deprivation of

any legal rights occurred. The question is not the degree of harm caused, but

whether Dell Prairie's action was contrary to Wis. Stats. $ 125.12(3). Dell Prairie

2



held no hearing to allow Wisconsin Dolls to establish a record of how it operated

its business. Even if such a hearing had occurred, the extent to which Wisconsin

Dolls had actually used its entire eight acres is irrelevant. The Legislature did not

condition a licensee's rights under Wis. Stats. $125.12(3) upon the extent to which

the licensee previously used the license.

Dell Prairie Held No Hearing To Establish The Facts Upon
Which It Relies.

Assuming that the extent of actual use of the rights approved in a license rs

relevant, Dell Prairie failed to provide any process by which it could reliably

conclude that its action would cause no harm. The Legislature did not intend that

municipalities would take potentially damaging actions against a license based on

speculation.

The Court must presume the Legislature was aware of the state of the law

when it enacted Wis. Stats. $125.12(3). C&A Investments v. Kelly,2010 WI App.

151, 1Jl0, 330 Wis. 2d223,792N.W.2d 644. The Legislature intended to provide

due process protections to alcohol beverage licensees. Legíslative Council Notes,

1981 Wis. Laws, Ch.79,p. 679. Due process requires that notice and a hearing be

providedprior to any constitutional deprivation, regardless of the adequacy of any

post-deprivation remedy. Fuentes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67, 80-81 (1972)

Exceptions to this rule exist only where a pre-deprivation hearing is infeasible or

unduly burdensome. Zinermon v. Burch, 494 U.S. I 13, 132 (1990).

A.

J



The record reveals no emergency that would have rendered impractical a

due process hearing before shrinking Wisconsin Dolls' premises description to

determine the extent of harm. Since Wis. Stats. $125.12 provides for notice and

hearing before revoking licenses for violations of law, surely the Legislature did

not intend to permit prehearing deprivations to a licensee accused of no

wrongdoing.

Dell Prairie's claim that Wisconsin Dolls never served alcohol anywhere

except within the Main BarlBfiertainment Building is based solely on the Town

Chairman's unsupported claims untested by cross-examination. (R. 5: 8-10;

A.App. 024-026). The record contains no evidence that.Wisconsin Dolls had any

opportunity to dispute those claims. The record references communication

between Dell Prairie and Wisconsin Dolls' representatives; however, the content

of those communications is not in the record. (R. 5:34, 35, A.App 003, 004).

Dell Prairie also relies on Wisconsin Dolls' Adult Entertainment License

applications for its claim that it operated a juice bar permitting underage persons

on the premises. No evidence, however, exists that it actually operated a juice bar,

or ever actually allowed underage persons on its premises. If underage persons

had ever been permitted on the premises, nothing in the record establishes that

such presence was not pursuant to an exemption under Wis. Stats. $125.07(3Xa).

Dell Prairie never alleged Wisconsin Dolls unlawfully allowed underage persons

on its licensed premises.
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What if Dell Prairie's unsupported conclusions about the extent of

operations were wrong? 'Without following Wis. Stats. $125.12(3) before acting,

actual damage could occur based upon facítal inaccuracies and without due

process. Under Dell Prairie's view of the law, it is permitted to shoot first and ask

questions later. Due process and the Legislature's intent to provide such

protections invalidate this view.

B. Wis. Stats. $125.12 Does Not Condition Entitlement to
Procedural Rights Upon Actual Use of the License.

'Wis. Stats. ç125.12 contains no language conditioning its procedures upon

actual use of the license. In concluding that more than one license may be issued

to different persons for the same premises, the Attorney General noted

Whether or not a licensee avails himself of the privilege granted is
purely a matter of his own concern. The obtaining or retention of
rights of possession of the premises during the license year, so as to
be able to enjoy the privileges granted by the license, is a matter
solely within the control of the licensee and which he must affaîge.
28 O.A.G. t23, t2s (1939).

Similarly, in Smith v. City of Whitewøter, 251 Wis. 306,3II,29 N.W.2d

33 (1947), the court held that an issued license continues to be valid "during the

term of the license until revoked pursuant to law or until terminated by voluntary

surrender" despite the termination of the licensee's lease

Absent language in Wis. Stats. ç125.12 conditioning its procedural

protections upon actual use of the license, the extent of Wisconsin Dolls' actual

5
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III. WISCONSIN DOLLS'LICENSE DESCRIPTION WAS NOT
STATUTORILY DEFICIENT.

Dell Prairie insists, without any support, that a premises description

including all eight acres of Wisconsin Dolls' property was insufficiently particular

as a matter of law. (Respondent's Brief, pp.24-29.) It seems to implicitly support

the Court of Appeals ' rational e at page 26 of its Brief; however, it later rej ects that

same analysis in arguing the Court of Appeals went too far in declaring Wisconsin

Dolls' license void. (Respondent's Bríef, p. 42.)

The Legislature required no more than a description sufficiently particular

to ascertain where the municipality has authorized licensed activities to occur. It

was within Dell Prairie's power in 2005 to grant or fail to grant'Wisconsin Dolls a

license covering its entire eight acre parcel. Once granted, Dell Prairie \À/as barred

from altering that premises description without compliance with Wis. Stats

$l2s.t2(2) or (3)

Wisconsin Dolls and Dell Prairie agtee on at least one thing: "By leaving

the term 'particularly' undefined, the Legislature committed the determination of

what is reasonably 'particular' to the local licensing agency." (Respondent's

Bríef, p. 42.) Dell Prairie goes on to argue

Thus, it was Dell Prairie's decision to conclude that an eight-acre
description was not reasonably particular. That is the kind of
decision that classically belongs at the local level. It simply is not
feasible for any hard and fast rules about proper premises description

[sic] to be inflexibly applied. Local officials, elected by their
communities, are in the best position to evaluate whether a premises
description meets the public interest in their own community.
(Respondent's Bríef, p. 43.)
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The only obstacle to Wisconsin Dolls' endorsement of this statement is that it is

not limited to the initial licensing decrsron.

Dell Prairie asserts a continuing power to change its mind as to the

reasonable limitations of a premises description. The statutes, however, fail to

give municipalities unlimited discretion after initial licensure. Given the

importance of the premises description to the license, it is unlikely the Legislature

intended to permit annual premises adjustments without cause, notice or hearing.

Such power could result in grievous harm to a licensed business without any pre-

deprivation due process contrary to the Fourteenth Amendment. Fuentes, 407

U.S. at 80-81

Why would such discretion be necessary? If problems triggering

proceedings under Wis. Stats. ç125.12(2) or (3) have not occurred, on what basis

may the current governing body second guess the decisions of prior governing

bodies?

Dell Prairie seems to argue much more deference is owed to the judgments

of the 2009 Town Board than to the 2005 Town Board. This view is completely

incongruent to a licensing process that gives no due process rights to initial

applicants for alcohol licenses, but bestows such rights in succeeding years. See

Williams v. City of Løke Genevø,2002 WI App. 95, TTl l-12, 253 'Wis. 2d 618,

643 N.V/.2d 864. Dell Prairie's 2005 decision to issue a license for the entire

eight acres is the decision to which deference was owed.
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Neither Dell Prairie nor the Court of Appeals have identified any statutory

language requiring that a premises description must be limited to only those places

the licensee intends to immediately use or is currently using for licensed activities.

It is undisputed that a licensee may not expand licensed premises into areas

previously unauthorized under Albertì v. City of Whitewater, I09 Wis.2d 592,327

N.W.2d 150 (Ct. App. 1982). Neither Alberti nor Wis. Stats. Chap. 125 deprive a

municipality of the discretion to issue a license allowing for potential expansron.

Dell Prairie fails to present aîy rational, workable or consistent

interpretation of the law. In what appears to be a Freudian slip, Dell Prairie states

By contrast, under Dell Prairie's construction of the statutes, courts
everywhere would be in the position of evaluating the propriety of
licensing decisions without deference to the Town Board as these
would be questions of law. (Respondent's Bríef, p.43.)

This cautionary statement should be heeded.

Both Dell Prairie's and the Court of Appeals' construction of the

"particularity" requirement transform what should be a local determination based

on the individual licensing circumstance and the public interest into a question of

law. More troubling still is that it transforms this question into, potentially, an

annual dispute between licensees and municipalities. Each year, successlve

governing bodies may interpret the Court of Appeals' formulation of

"pafüc;.tlarity" differently or may make different determinations about what is

"reasonable" no matter how long a business has operated.
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No evidence exists that the Legislature intended such uncertainty. Instead,

absent cause as established in Wis. Stats. $125.12(2)(ag), the Legislature intended

the annual renewal process to be a truncated process, even authorizing an

abbreviated application for renewals. Wis. Stats. $ 125.04(3Xb)

IV. "PARTICULAR'' IS NOT SYNONYMOUS WITH "SMALLER.''

Dell Prairie fails to offer any explanation for how its revised description is

any more particular than Wisconsin Dolls' original description. It relies solely

upon statements contrasting the size of the area covered by the two descriptions:

A license of that extent is hardly 'particular,' unless one envlsrons a
348,480 square foot area spanning large outdoor spaces, as well as

multiple types of buildings as pafüculaÅzed. (Respondent's Brief,
p.24.)

There is simply no way that eight acres is more precise than one
building. (Respondent's Bríef,p. 28.)

As the Court of Appeals recognized, "[a] standard dictionary definition of

'particular' is 'concerned with or attentive to details."' (Court of Appeals'

Decision, flI9)

"Particular" is not, however, synonymous with "smaller."

Defining "particularity" premised solely upon contrasting the size of

different descriptions leads to absurd results. If smaller is always more particular,

it seems municipalities, in all instances, would have to shrink premises

descriptions to the absolute smallest area within which one might operate a

business. Dell Prairie totally ignores the impact its rationale would have on an 18

hole golf course, yet the law must apply equally to Wisconsin Dolls as it applies to

9



V

that type of business. No language exists in 'Wis. 
Stats. Chap. 125 requiring the

smallest possible premises description, nor can aîy discernible public interest or

purpose be found in such a rule. All that is required is that the premises

description include all those places where licensed activities are permitted to

occur - sale, storage and consumption. Wis. Stats. $$125.04(3Xa), 125.09(1).

AFTER INITIAL ISSUANCE, MUNICIPALITIES MUST PROVIDE
DUE PROCESS.

A. The Legislature Provided Due Process Protections.

Dell Prairie claims that "municipal officials modify the terms and

conditions of licenses all the time." (Respondent's Brief, p. 44.) Without any

citation to authority or the record to give it weight, this claim should be ignored.

Støtev. Pettit,lTl Wis.2d627,646,492 N.V/.2d633 (Ct. App. 1992)

Dell Prairie's reliance on Eíchenseer v. Madison-Dane County Tavern

Leøgue, 2008 WI 38, 308 'Wis.2d 684, 748 N.W.2d 754, is misplaced.

Eichenseer did not consider the issue presented in this case. Instead, Eíchenseer

decided that the regulatory pressure brought upon bar owners by Madison

exercising power under Wis. Stats. Chap. 725 trumped anti-trust regulations. Id.

at fl89.

Madison did not alter any existing licenses. In fact, Madison appeared to

recogníze it could only impose conditions upon new licenses or licensees seeking

expansion or relocation. Id. at flfl9-10. The validity of the proposed ordinance as

it applied to existing licenses was not decided since it was never enacted.
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The Court cannot accept Dell Prairie's claim that the Legislature did not

bestow due process rights upon alcohol licensees after initial issuance. It offers no

support for its claim that the Supreme Court decision in Eichenseer trumps the

expressed intent of the Legislature to codify Manos v. Green Bay,372 F. Supp. 40

(E.D. Wis. 1977), and provide due process rights in an alcohol license.

Due Process Rights in Maintaining Existing Licenses Are Well
Established.

Dell Prairie ignores the fact that Manos was cited as being Wisconsin's law

in City News & Novelty, Inc. v. Cìty of Wøukesha, 231 Wis. 2d93,125,129,604

N.W.2d 870 (Ct. App. 1999). ln City News, the court recognized the need for a

local government to provide procedural due process to the holder of an alcohol

beverage license.

A similar rule was elucidated by the Seventh Circuit (Posner, J.) in Reed v.

Village of Shorewood,704 F.2d 943,948, (7th. Cir. 1983) - while a lawfully

issued liquor license may not be "property" itt the strict, legal sense, it has some of

the aspects of a property right for purposes of the due process clause so that a

license holder is protected from arbitary interference by a local licensing board.

Reed held that an alcohol beverage license was "property" in a functional

sense. Id., at948

The falcohol beverage] license is good for one year and during that
time, clearly, it is securely held, for it can be revoked only for cause,
after notice and hearing, and subject to judicial review.

B.
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Reed also disposed of the claimed distinction between an alcohol beverage

license being a right or a privilege, id,, at 949, finding a deprivation of use of

property to be equivalent to taking of property

This Court is not bound directly by Manos or Reed, but when interpreting

statutes, the Legislature's intent controls. In Interest of J.\f.T.,159 Wis. 2d754,

761,465 N.W.2d 520 (Cr.. App. 1990). The Court is further bound by decisions of

the United States Supreme Court. Society Insurance v. Løbor & Industry Review

Commission,2010 WI 68, n56,326 Wis.2d, 444,479,786 N.V/.2d 385,403. For

example, in Bell v. Burson, 402 U.S. 535, 539 (1971), the Supreme Court held

that licenses "essential to the pursuit of a livelihood," once issued may not be

taken away without due process

C. Dell Prairie Abused Its Discretion.

Dell Prairie did not correct an error. It took away a substantial portion of

'Wisconsin Doll's previously licensed premises. The only basis Dell Prairie offers

is its erroneous position that the prior premises descriptions were unlawful. Even

if the Court concluded the unilateral modihcation of a premises on renewal was

subject to legislative discretion, even that discretion must be exercised in a manner

that is not arbitrary or capricious constituting an abuse of discretion. State ex. rel.

Boroo v. Town Boørd of Børnes, l0 Wis. 2d 153, 162, 102 N.W.2d 238 (1960)

Action based upon an effoneous interpretation of the law is an abuse of discretion

the Court may overturn. Id.
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CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Court should order the reinstatement of

Wisconsin Dolls' previous premises description
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INTEREST AND POSITION OF AMICUS CURIAE
TAVERN LEAGUE

Tavern League of Wisconsin, Inc. ("the League") is a voluntary, non-profit

organization authorized and organized under Chapter l8l, Wis. Stats., comprised

of approximately 4700 retail beer and liquor licensees throughout the State of

Wisconsin. As the largest such association in the country, its membership runs the

gamut from small rural taverns to the largest establishments, and includes golf

courses, campgrounds, and resorts. Collectively, members own hundreds of

millions of dollars worth of property, pay substantial state and local taxes, and

employ thousands of employees. Without a license, much of these investments

would be practically worthless.

The sufficiency of a description of a licensed premises, and the impact of

an insufficient description, are of vital, statewide importance to the League's

members. Many have longstanding licenses describing their licensed premises

using only a street address. Unless the court of appeals' decision is reversed, those

licenses are now in jeopardy. Accordingly, the livelihoods and investments of

many League members are at risk.

The appellate court erred in creating an impractical, unworkable standard,

which goes beyond that required by statute and precedent. A street address is

sufficient to describe the premises where the entire property is available for the

selling and consumption of alcoholic beverages. If local authorities wish to limit



licensees to a portion of the property, they may do so in the initial license approval

process, rather than, as here by unilateral action in the renewal process. The

opinion flys in the face of longstanding practice in the licensing of tracts of land,

such as golf courses, campgrounds, resorts and sporting facilities.

Under the court of appeals' decision, municipalities would be free to

discriminate against licensees and circumvent the statutory procedural protections

for non-renewal and revocation under $ 125.12, Wis. Stats.

In light of these real world consequences, the League urges this Court to

avoid an absurd result which flys in the face of statutory language, precedent, and

the intent behind the statutes at issue, by reversing the decision below.

ARGUMENT

I. A STREET ADDRESS IS SUFFICIENTLY DESCRIPTIVE OF THE
LICENSED PREMISES UNDER THE APPLICABLE STATUTES.

A. The Court of Appeals Ignored the Plain Meaning of the Statutory

Language and Applicable Precedent.

The primary issue before the Court is whether use of a street address on an

alcohol beverage license is sufficiently def,rnite to comply with the requirement

that the application "particularly describe the premises" for which the license is

issued. ,see wis. Stats. $$ 125.25(3), 125.26(3), 125.51(2Xc) and 125.51(3Xd)

(2011). Secondary is whether, if not, the license is rendered void per se without

the need for a due process hearing.



The court of appeals concluded that "the only reasonable reading of

$ 125.04(3Xa)3., when read together with $$ 125.02(l4m), 125.26(3),

and 125.51(3Xd), is that'premises' means the area where alcoholic beverages will

be sold or stored or both." (Dec. at 8; A-4pp.008). This begs the question. The

statute requires that such area be described; however, that description may be a

subset of the area where such beverages may be stored, sold, or consumed, as in

the case of a golf course or resort. Nothing in the statute so limits the premises,

and a street address has been held sufficiently def,rnite for enforcement pulposes.

By analogy to Prohibition era cases, if a street address is adequate for a

warrantless search of a licensed premises, then it also complies with the statutes

here. Nor are the premises limited by statute to the site of actual storage or sale at

the time of application.

The term "premises" means, in relevant part, "a piece of real estate, house

or building and its land." [V'ebster's New World College Dictionary, lI34 (4th

Ed. 2002), Accord, Black's Law Dictionary, 1219 (8th Ed. 2004).

Opinions of the Wisconsin Attorney General have concluded that the term

"premises" in the predecessor to Ch. 125 included a street address. In 27 Op.

Att'y Gen.702 (1938), the attorney general responded to a request for a definition

of the term "premises" in statutes relating to the issuance of alcoholic beverage

licenses. (The statutes did not define the term). After resorting to the dictionary,

the attorney general noted that the term had "received consideration by the



Wisconsin Supreme Court" in connection with the former Prohibition law. Id.,

cítíng Vaívada v. State, 182 Wis. 309, 310, 195 N.W. 937 (1923); Bombinski v.

State,183 Wis. 35]l., 354, 197 N.W. 715 (1924); Wyss v. State, 192 Wis. 619,213

N.W. 318 (1927); and State v. Becker,2Ol Wis. 230,231,229 N.W. 857 (1930).

The key was whether the licensee had access and dominion over the land or real

estate in question.

In 38 Op. Att'y Gen. 10 (1949), the attorney general responded to a district

attorney's inquiry whether a prohibitory feature of sec. 176.05(9m), 1947 Stats.,

applied to require a transfer where a tavem owner desired to move a barroom from

the ground floor to the basement of another portion of the same building. His

conclusion was that, "Both the present and intended locations of the bar are part of

the licensed premises of the operator and were such prior to June 30,1947." Thus

the bar could be located upon any part of the premises "that the operator

desire[d] ..." Id. at 10-1 l.

Furthermore, "it is sufficient to note premises has been held to mean not

only the bar room or the particular room or rooms where liquor is sold or

dispensed, but is, roughly, inclusive of the entire business space or property."

Id. at ll.

In an opinion seemingly on all fours with the instant case, the attorney

general received an opinion request from the district attorney in Eagle River,

Wisconsin, framed as follows: "You inform us that there are many resorts in your

4



county and that the area covered by these resorts frequently totals many acres.

You asked whether a licensee who obtains a license for the entire resort may

operate more than one bar on his place." 37 Op.Att'y Gen. 534 (1948).

Noting that the term "premises" was not defined in $ 176.05,1947 Stats., in

language mirroring that of the present $ 125.02(14m), Wis. Stats., the opinion

states:

In effect the "licensed premises" means that which is described in the license
itself. Subsec. (5) provides for the form of the application and license, stating
that they shall designate the premises where the liquor is to be sold. From this it
is clearthat if the application and the license describe the entire resort. then such

constitutes the licensed premises and the owner or operator is entitled to sell
liquor from any part of the premises. For example, he may have a tavern in a
building within the limits of the resort and a service bar in the dining room of the
main lodge of the resort.

Id. at 534-35 (emphasis added).

Thus, "where as in this case, the premises are described only by street and

number, it is plain that the licensed premises are the premises owned by the

licensee at that address." Id. at 535, quoting Fortíno v. State Liquor Auth.,273

N.Y. 31,35,6 N.E.2d 86 (1936).

Even if a highway divided the resort with a bar on either side, that would

"not alter the conclusion . . . so long as the entire resort was described in the

license and the whole was operated as a single enterprise." 1d

Of course reasonable limits would have to be observed in all cases. Here, as in
other fields, rules of reason and common sense must be applied. If the premises

sought to be licensed is a continuous, unified enterprise, all under the control of
the applicant, then the whole property can be included in the licensed premises

and liquor can be sold on any part of it.

Id. (emphasis added).



Finally, the attorney general was asked whether liquor purchased in a room

licensed for consumption off the premises, could be consumed in a restaurant

licensed to serve beer, on the same property. 38 Op. Att'y Gen. 540 (1949).

Citing prior opinions, the attorney general concluded:

Although these opinions consider the problem from the standpoint of search

without a warrant, sec. 176.05(5) provides that the application for a license shall

"designate the premises" where such liquor is to be sold. It does not provide for
the licensing of a portion of the premises. If it were permissible to license a

portion of, or a room on, the premises, it would be very difficult to enforce the

laws pertaining to the regulation of intoxicating liquor, and I do not believe that

the legislature so intended. The answer to your question would depend upon all
of the facts and circumstances involved. For example. if the building where the

liquor is sold is a portion of premises operated as a single enterprise. such as a

resort. I would sa)¡ that it [the packaged liquor] could not be consumed on anv

portion of the resort properly. On the other hand, if the liquor store is a separate

and distinct property having no relation whatsoever to the restaurant, I would say

that it would be permissible to consume the liquor purchased there in the

restaurant.

Id. at 542-43 (emphasis added).

Thus in opinions dating back as far as 74 years, the attorney general

consistently opined that the statutes regulating liquor should be construed s

that the licensed premises consist of the entire property described in the license,

including, for example, an entire resort property described by a street address. The

only relevant statutory change after these opinions \üas the creation of

$ 125.02(l4m), Wis. Stats., which simply states that the term "premises" means

the "area described in the license or permit." This is wholly consistent with the

definition applied by the attorney general.

Clearly, the legislature acquiesced in these longstanding constructions by

this Court and the attorney general. It is assumed that whenever the legislature

has

uch



enacts a provision, it had in mind previous statutes relating to the same subject

matter, State v. Hungerford, 84 Wis. 2d 236,267 N.W.2d 258 (1978), and acted

with full knowledge of existing laws, including decisions of the Supreme Court

interpreting the relevant statutes, Glìnski v. Sheldon, 88 Wis. 2d 509,276 N.W.2d

Sl5 (t979). Constructions by the attorney general also have important bearing on

the meaning of a statute, and when there is a longstanding legislative acquiescence

in such constructions, that acquiescence is to be given considerable weight. ,See

State ex rel. City of \ry. Allis v. DíerÌnger, 275 Wis. 208, 219, 81 N.W.2d 533

(1957); State v. Anderson, 160 Wis. 2d 435,441-42,466 N.W.2d 681 (Ct. App.

reer).

This construction is further supported by foreign precedent and Wisconsin

precedent in analogous areas, as well as by the Department of Revenue's

application forms created pursuant to $$ 125.04(3)(a), (3)(b), Wis. Stats. Both the

original and the renewal application forms contain small spaces to insert the

address of the premises at line 4, approximately one-half a line for the premises

description at line 9, and ahalf line for alegal description (if a street address was

given at line l0), leaving little room for a detailed description of rooms within

buildings. (SeeS-4pp.001; A-4pp.029) These forms are usually filled out,

submitted and processed by laypersons, not lawyers. This longstanding

construction of the statutes is also supported by the League of Wisconsin



Municipalities, Municipal Licensing and Regulation of Alcohol Beverages, at

3r-32 (4th Ed. 2002). (A-App.OaI-042)

In State v. Hall,defendant challenged $ 161.49, Wis. Stats., on the basis

that it was void for vagueness because it did not define the term "premises" as

either a school building or the land on which it was located. 196 Wis. 2d 850,

872,540 N.W.2d 219 (Ct. App. 1995), rev'd on other grds.,207 Wis.2d 54,557

N.W.2d 778 (1997).

Rejecting this contention, the court explained:

The term "premises" is not defined in the statute. However, a person of ordinary
intelligence is well apprised of its meaning. The American Heritage College
Dictionary 1080 (3rd Ed. 1993) defines "premises" to include "land and the
buildings on it." Black's Law Dictionary I I 80 (6th Ed. 1990) defines "premises"
to include "land with appurtenances and structures thereon."

Id. at872-73.

Thus the statute provided fair warning that the region contemplated by the statute

began at the school property line. Id; see also R&J Farms, Inc. v. N.Y. State

Líquor Auth.,599 N.Y.S.2d 62, l94A.D.2d 611 (1993); Davís v. Cíty of

Charlotte,242N.C.670,675,89 S.E.2d 406 (1955); State v. Camper,26l S.W.2d

465 (Tex. Civ. App. 1953).

Courts interpret statutes reasonably, to avoid absurd results. Dahir Lands,

LLC v. American Transmissíon Co., LLC,20l0 WI App 167, T13,330 Wis. 2d

556, 794 NW.2d 784. As the license imposes a restriction on land, as with

building restrictions in zoning ordinances, the statutes should be strictly construed

in favor of the licensee. State ex rel. Bollenbeck v. Vill. of Shorewood Hílls, 237



Wis. 501,297 N.W. 568 (1941). Any ambiguities should be construed in favor of

free and unrestricted use of property. State ex rel. B'Nai B'Rith Found. of the U.S.

v. Walworth County Bd of Adjustment,59 Wis. 2d296,208 N.W.2d 113 (1973)

Therefore, use of a street address is sufficiently definite to describe the

licensed premises as all of the land and buildings situated thereon. It also

complies with the longstanding interpretation and construction by licensors,

licensees, the attorney general and this Court.

B. The Court of Appeals Created a New, Impractical, Imprecise
and Unworkable Standard.

The court of appeals did not draw a bright line, but instead indicated that

the street address used in this case was insuff,rcient, creating by judicial fiat a

standard with no clear ending point. If a street address is insuff,rcient, would a

legal description of a resort or country club be any more specific or precise? If the

description is limited to that area where beverages are sold or stored, then what if

they are consumed elsewhere on the premises? Must the license describe the exact

dimensions of the barroom? Of the bar itself? The court does not say.

UNDER THE COURT OF APPEALS' DECISION LICENSES CAN
BE REVOKED OR NON.RENEWED WITHOUT DUE PROCESS,IN
VIOLATION OF STATUTE AND APPLICABLE PRECEDENT.

The new standard could be used to effect a de facto nonrenewal without due

process. The court concluded that the license was void because it found the

description had failed to meet the statutory requirements. Therefore, even though

II.



a license had been granted under which the licensee had operated for four years,

its continuation was placed in legal limbo. Although the court stopped short of

saying that there \ilas no license, the implication is clear. Thus, the license was

rendered void without the protections of a due process hearing under ç 125.12,

V/is. Stats., or at a minimum, was non-renewed as to the remaining portion of the

licensee's property without a due process hearing.

While a licensing body can exercise legislative discretion in issuing a

license, it can only non-renew or terminate for specified causes using the

procedures under $ 125.12, Wis. Stats. The power to unilaterally reduce the area

of a license on noffenewal would be subject to abuse, leading to litigation, as

many similarly situated licensees would seek to determine whether they still had a

valid license.

This Court should not permit such an unreasonable, unfair and unjust result.

Such a decision could wreak havoc throughout the state, jeopardizing many

licenses and businesses, and is contrary to applicable precedent. See Pascoe v.

State, 195 Wis. 348, 218 N.W. 365 (1928) (license held valid license despite

clerk's error in failing to describe the licensed premises); State v. Tarsitano, Case

No. 1207-C (Kenosha County Court June 20, 1995) (T-App.OOl-005) (dismissing

charge of operating without license):

It strikes this Coun as being grossly unfair to permit the city to issue a license
and collect the fee, and then have the State charge the defendant with selling
liquor without a license and subjecting him to a criminal penalty without the
State first having to establish the invalidity of a license issued by the city.

10



Section l'16.121, Stats. sets forth the procedure for revoking a license because of
the invalidity of its issuance.

Slip Op. at 4.

"Constitutional due process protections apply to procedures affecting

licenses necessary to engage in one's livelihood , Bell v. Burson,402 U.S.J 35, 53g

(lg7l), and it has been held ttrat the interest in renewal of a liquor license is a

property interest for purposes of the fourteenth amendrnent." Tavern League v.

City of Madison, 131 Wis. 2d 477, 489, 389 N.W.2d 54 (Ct. App. 1986), petition

to revíew denied(citation omitted). It is for that reason that the legislature created

the dueprocessprotections of Wis. Stat. $ 125.I2. Id.

III. IN THE ALTERNATIVE, THE COURT'S DECISION SHOULD BE
PROSPECTIVELY APPLIED.

If this Court were to find the street address insufficient. its decision should

be given prospective application to new applicants only.

This Court generally adheres to the "Blackstonian Doctrine" of

retrospective operation. However, it has acknowledged that inequities may incur

when a court departs from precedents and announces a new law. Therefore, it uses

the device of prospective ovemrling, sometimes known as "sunbursting", to limit

the effect of a newly announced rule. Harmannv. Hadley,l28 Wis. 2d37I,379,

382 N.W. 673 (1986) (citations omitted).

Whether to prospectively apply a judicial holding is a question of policy.

"An appellate court employs the technique of prospective ovemrling to mitigate

il



hardships that may occur in the retroactive application of new rules." Id. at

378-79. Avoidance of draconian results justif,res prospective application of any

such ruling in this case.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, amicus curiae Tavern League of Wisconsin,

Inc., respectfully requests that this Court issue its order reversing the decision of

the court of appeals and holding that the license renewal application properly

complied with all applicable statutes in describing the licensed premises.
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'the lnvalÍllity
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\_
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![he licþneê onçê havlng beien ieeued, lf lt r¡ae eubee- : "

. , guentty deternlned by the Clty Èlrdt Lt was Le¡ued Ln þlola- ;
:'..

,' ':. tion of, ttn províelons of Chapter l76r'the procedure for lt¡ :

.].'
revocatlon le get forth ln 5Êe. l7å.ll Stata. If., on the

other h¡r¡dr'lt tr the conttntion of the Ftete thåt the lr'cu-.ì

rneü of lrch U,eenao by the runlclpaltty vss voLd, 3ee.

;I?i,lll of Èlra rÈrÈutes ret¡ forth ihc proceedlngs tJrat rre

to .ba Èaken to revoke th's 
.Ilcen¡e.

' the veËy sxiaÈence of, thê ttro provf,cf,on¡ referred to above

for Èha revocetlon of rn rlleged voíd ltcenee lndicatee the

leElatatlvu LntenËlon thåt the proeedure utll be followed

rather than thd tlceneÊe belng ¿rreaÈed and clrargerl riüh vlo-
'Iatlng the provielons of Chapter 1?6 by selling lnÈoxlcatlnE

tLguor under ¡ llcente that ll allaged to be vol'd.
,

' . À1Èó aec 33 Àur ifurr Pågô 
'383 fro¡n nhlsh Èhc followlnq is

t

rl¡Ícensga frorn the publl's are ln all çaaea
i., . .. grantad uÍ¡der ¡tatutory enactmentË otr mu*

'. 
.'ì. ' 

''' 
, nicipal ordtn¡nceo, and whers thesE provide .

. t ¡ mtlrod of revoeatlon, that nethod nusÈ be
iollovcd.t .

.. , Por tlp foregOfng rêòtpns .lt sptrtêårs to thls Çourt that

'undèr tt¡e gircuastancea the speoif iC chargê IÛade a.galnet the.'

I d"f.nd*irt nuat hars ba dlenússedr Ênd â.esoråinqly the notion
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